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1.0 Introduction 
This document summarizes the vehicle mobility and bridge simulation studies conducted 
by the lnstitute for Simulation and Training for the U.S. Army Simulation Training and 
lnstrumentation Command (STRICOM). This work, entitled "Mobility Across Dynamic 
Terrain," was conducted as an extension, or Engineering Change Proposal (ECP), to the 
project "Dynamic Terrain Testbed Research and Development" under contract N61339-
92-K-OOOI. 
1.1 Purpose 
This task began as an effort to model certain classes of mobility constraints and mobility 
aids within the synthetic battlefield. Specifically, "1ST was tasked with enhancing vehicle 
simulations with realistic mobility constraints due ro terrain and to provide a means of 
simulating combat utility vehicles, such as the Heavy Assault Bridge (HAB), in tac ti cal 
scenarios. This work was done in cooperation with the U.S . Army Waterways Experiment 
Station (USAWES), the U.S. Army Engineer School (USAES), and the U.S. Army Tank-
Automotive Command (TACOM). Since the HAB was still under competitive bid at the 
time of thi s project, the Armored-Vehicle-Launched Bridge (AVLB), the predecessor to 
the HAB , was deemed a suitab le alternative by TACOM, USAES, STRICOM, and 1ST. 
1.2 Executive Summary 
The Battlefield Distributed Simulation-Developmental (BDS-D) Testbed is a networked 
real-time simulation environment operated and managed by STR1COM for systems 
acquisition, combat developments and testing. BDS-D builds on the experiences acquired 
from SIMNET technology development. 
A maj or criticism of the SlMNET system has been its lack of constraints on mobility. In a 
test at Ft. Knox in 1992, the navigational capabilities of simulated M I A I and M I A2 
vehicles were compared. The usefulness of the test was greatly reduced by the fact that the 
MIAI crews could simply drive to the objective, without regard to the intervening terrain 
except for houses and streams. The new capabilities of the MIA2 were unable to improve 
on these unrealistically perfect performances, and thus made it difficult to compare the 
two systems. 
As part of a long range effort to improve the realism of networked simulation in BDS-D, 
1ST is presently tasked with building the Dynamic Terrain Testbed, a software system 
which inserts bulldozers, dynamic soil , running and standing water, minefields and other 
physically realistic obstacles into the synthetic battlefield. These features have as their 
principal effects the reduction of mobility in a reali stic fashion. However, the original 
project did not address how these effects would be imposed upon vehicles. 
The Mobility ECP was added to this project to address this issue through two important 
aspects of mobility: bridging and trafficability I. These studies have culminated in a 
software system known as the Tracked Vehicle Simulator, or TVS. This document 
describes the theory used in developing the vehicle dynamics, mobility, and bridging 
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models, in addition to the software developed to implement these models. In the course of 
these studies, significant lessons were learned and areas for future research were identified 
as described in Section 5.0 "Conclusions". 
1.3 Scope of the Document 
This document is divided into six sections: 
Section 1.0 "Introduction": Describes the purpose of thi s research as well as providing an 
executive summary and technical background on the project. 
Section 2.0 "Theoretical Model Development": Describes the theory behind the vehicle 
dynamics, mobility, and bridging models. 
Section 3.0 "Software" : Provides a high level and detailed description of the Tracked 
Vehicle Simulation (TVS) software. 
Section 4.0 "Data Collection and Testing": Describes the data collection and testing efforts 
of the TVS for the AVLB. 
Section 5.0 "Conclusions": Provides the lessons learned as well as recommendations for 
future research. 
Section 6.0 "References": List of all works cited in this report. 
1.4 Project Background 
Visual and other behavioral effects, where the simulated earth's shape and properties 
change in a physically realistic manner are referred to as dynamic terrain. Current 
commercial image generators do not permit the numerous, arbitrary modifications to the 
simulated terrain surface required to realistically model the effects of ground-based 
simulated forces (infantry and armor). Ground warfare involves extensive interaction 
with, and modification to the terrain. Events such as vehicle tracks, cratering, and 
construction of berms and anti-tank ditches must be modeled in order to increase training 
effectiveness. The increased fidelity provided by these types of physical models will be 
required in future applications of the DIS paradigm such as system test, evaluation, 
acq uisition, doctrine studies, and combined training simulations including constructive, 
live, and virtual components. 
Traditional image generator databases represent the terrain surface with an array of 
polygons or elevation posts with little consideration for the interaction of vehicles with the 
soil. 1ST researchers are working on alternate represen tations of the terrain surface, real-
time physics-based soil and hydrology models, networking protocols, and the 
development of a testbed to investigate the utility of these new algorithms and data 
structures within distributed interactive simulations. To provide a more flexible terrain 
I. Trafficability is defined as the ability of soil to support the passage of vehicles. 
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representation that can support a variety of interactions, alternatives to traditional 
polygonal representations are being explored. The ability of these new representations to 
support varying resolutions , as well as different environmental properties, across different 
vendor's image generators and their ability to be integrated into existing and future image 
generator technology is being evaluated through IST's Dynamic Terrain project. 
The Mobility Engineering ECP broadened the scope of the Dynamic Terrain project to 
study the effects of thi s dynamic environment on simulated vehicles. Particularly, thi s task 
focused on two important aspects of mobility : bridging and trafficability. 
Trafficability studies were conducted through the cooperation of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers Waterways Experiment Station (WES ). Since the early 1940's,WES has been 
studying the problem of vehicle mobility. Through this research, WES has developed a 
method for detemtining soil characteristics which is referred to as "cone index". Tills 
index , measured by a device referred to as the cone penetrometer, essentially serves as an 
indication of the strength of the soil to support a moving vehicle. Numerous tests over the 
years have produced empirical relationships of the cone index with the "go" or "no go" 
condition of many existing military ground vehicles [Bekker69]. From these relationships, 
maps have been developed to aid field commanders in determining where they can move 
in a given area. These mobility predictions are now produced by a software package 
produced by WES which is referred to as the NATO Reference Mobility Model, version 
two (NRMMII) [WES92b] . 
The proposed intention of IST's vehicle mobility research was to adapt the algorithms of 
NRMMil for use in real-time interactive vehicle simulations. The original NRMMII code 
was simplified by WES and delivered to IST as a software package referred to as the 
Simplified Army Mobility Model (SAMM). SAMM predicted the maximum straight-line 
speed of a vehicle based on the vehicle properties, the type of soil , the strength of the soil 
(i.e ., cone index), and the slope of the terrain in the direction of travel. Many of the 
simplifications performed to generate SAMM were designed to elirrtinate those 
calculations which were typically used to predict driving conditions and strategies that 
could otherwise be reproduced by other components of an interactive simulation (e.g., 
obstacle override/avoidance strategies, affects of fog). However, it was discovered early in 
IST's research that the empirical relationships and algorithms used in SAMM eliminated a 
need to compute the vehicle dynamics, a necessary component in real-time interactive 
ground vehicle simulations. Therefore, modifications to the SAMM algorithms were 
required to incorporate the affects of vehicle behavior that are modeled through the 
dynamics: acceleration, deceleration, braking, turning, sliding, and transitions due to 
changing resistive forces (e.g., changing soi l types or slopes). These modifications are 
described in Section 2.6 of thi s report. 
Due to the lirrtitations of the WES model for real -time, a literature search was conducted 
to locate alternative models for terrain-vehicle interactions. These studies revealed a large 
body of work from numerous sources which was based on the research of Dr. M.G. 
Bekker [Bekker60, Bekker69] . Bekker's model provided a more deterministi c approach 
based on the vehicle dynamics and classical soil properties. From this body of work, a 
second vehicle mobility model was developed which is described in Section 2.7 of this 
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report. 
For both the WES and Bekker mobility models, available terra in data for testing proved 
difficult to acquire. Requests for cone index databases for Ft. Hunter Liggett, the National 
Training Center, and other training grounds were made in earl y 1993. However, data was 
unavailable for these areas from WES. Furthermore, soil data for the Bekker models are 
based on classic soil properties which is still diffic ult to obtain within the field or through 
laboratory testing according to WES . Therefore, extensive research and measurements 
would be required to obtain accurate so il property data for these types of models. 
However, a temporary solution to the data col lection problem is avai lable through use of 
Interim Terrain Data (ITD). WES has developed algorithms to predict cone indices for an 
area based on data found in ITD databases. Also, WES has developed methods to estimate 
classical soil properties used by the Bekker model from cone indices of certain types of 
soils [WES92aj. 
As stated previously, a second task of the Mobi lity ECP was to model bridges and their 
affect on vehicle mobility. In particular, the U.S. Army Engineer School (USAES) desired 
a simulation tool to allow them to evaluate the use of new and existing ground-based 
combat utility vehicles in training scenarios. Through discuss ions with USAES and the 
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM), the new Heavy Assault Bridge 
(HAB), under development by TACOM, was selected as the vehicle to be modeled. 
However, it was discovered in the data acquisition phase of thi s re search that a vendor for 
production of the HAB would not be selected until well near the end of this research. 
Since modeling of a competing HAB vendor's design would appear as a premature 
selection, the Armored-Vehicl~-Launched Bridge (AVLB) was agreed upon by 
STRICOM, 1ST, TACOM, and USAES as the engineering vehicle to be simulated 
[USARMY85, USARMY86, USARMY91j. The AVLB is based on an M60 tank chassis 
and is the predecessor to the Ml-based HAB. The AVLB is typicall y used fo r rapid 
crossings of short gaps such as narrow streams, antitank ditches , craters , canals, partially 
blown bridges or other obstacles. These crossi ngs are accomplished through deployment 
of a fo lding bridge which can be retrieved from either end and can span 63 feet. The HAB 
is designed to extend this spann ing capability as well as improve upon other performance 
criteri a. 
During the course of the 1ST Mobi lity studies, data collection for the AVLB al so proved 
diffi cult. Requests for AVLB vehicle data were submitted to TACOM which included 
requests for veh icle mass properties and perfonnance data that would be required in 
testing the veh icle dynamics model. Only some of the requested data could be provided to 
IST by TACOM through the original vendor. Additional data was sought through the PM-
CATT library wi th the search providing a technical summaries report which did not 
provide the needed data on the AVLB[DTIC91 j. The lack of available veh icle data lead to 
the followi ng conclusions: that such data is not required, and therefore, not provided by 
the manufacturers, or the data is not provided in a central locat ion. Therefore, the required 
data was estimated based on available data from AVLB technical manuals [USARMY86, 
USARMY91j . 
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With the available data. models for vehicle mobility and the AVLB were in tegrated into 
the Dynamic Terrain Testbed. a flexible software architecture for testing new algorithms 
and data structures . The architecture is des igned so that it can be placed on a network to 
operate in a Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) scenario among multiple participants 
or can be used with a single simulator. An example of the latest version of this archi tecture 
is shown in Figure I. The architecture consists of special software processors that house 
the soil. hydrology. and other environmental models and an active database containing the 
terrain representations. These processors and the database are housed within a Terra in 
Server/Manager which maintains the terrain state for the DIS simulation scenario. The 
Terrain Manager can be distribu ted among one or several simulation nodes on the network 
with each node consisting of one or many processors. Environmental models are 
contained within Dynamic Terrain Resources (DTRs). Events such as rain or vehicul ar 
motion trigger the appropri ate processor (i.e. , DTR) that queries and modifies the data 
representation of the acti ve terrain database. after which. these environmental changes are 
then transmitted to all simulators participating in the DIS exercise. 
DIS Ne tw o rk ............... 
, --- - - -- -- -- ---- -- -- - -- -- ... 
DT Trac ked 
Vehicle 
OT Visuali za ti on 
Syst e m (S tealth) 
.I. _______ _ _ _ ___ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ... 
T e rr a in S erv e r/ M,l na ge r 
r----- - ---- - - - - -- - - ------- -~ 
, 
Crater OTR 





~--- -- -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - ---- - -
o • 
• • Ne twork Node I. __ _ _ .J 
D . Module 
FIGURE 1: Integration of the Mobility and Bridging Models into the Dynamic 
Terrain Testbed 
The environment changing events are monitored through a co llection of services 
[VSL94a, VSL94bj. These services perform the essential bookkeeping of the state of a 
DIS simulation exercise for each simulation node. Enti ty Services tracks all entiti es in the 
DIS exercise through their entity state PDUs and prov ides a number of services such as 
dead reckoning, PDU fi ltering. and coordinate conversion . Similarly. Terrain Database 
Services holds the acti ve database and tracks the changes to the state of the terrain. The 
active database itself stores several attribute layers of terrain information including a 
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surface attribute layer providing elevation and slope informat ion, a soil type attribute 
layer, a soil strength attribute layer (be it cone index used by the WES model or classical 
soil properties used by the Bekker/Wong model ), and any other terrain attributes required 
by the simulation (e.g., moisture conten t, temperature) . Figure 2 illustrates these attribute 
layers in the database, which are represented by mathematical surfaces. By using 
mathematical surfaces , the database resolution is independent of the resolution required by 
the simulator's image generator. These same attribute layers can be transmitted by the 
Terrain Change PDUs under development through this research. 
} Allributes l..n 
Elevation 
Profile 
FIGURE 2: Attribute Layers of the Active Terrain Database 
These services can be duplicated on each simulator node to provide a common interface to 
the dynamic state of the simulation, reduce the complexity of the main simulation 
applications, and to provide flexibility in the configurat ions of the DIS simulation 
exercise. First, it has been recognized by the DIS communi ty that there are common 
software functions which will be required by each simulator node within a DIS exercise 
and that these functions can be provided by a common software package [DIS94]. This 
need is addressed by the services under development wi thin the DT Testbed. Second, by 
providing this functionality as a separate software package, the complexity of the 
simulator host software is reduced. Third, having these services on each node provides the 
flexibility to di stribute the functionality of the terrain manager among groups of nodes or 
each node. This capability reduces network latency and bandwidth requirements in 
transmitting these environmental changes to all players. Possible configurations of terrain 
managers within a DIS exercise requiring dynamic terrain are illustrated in Figure 3. 
Current research within the Dynamic Terrain project indicates that these configurations 
will be dependent on the exercise scenario. A small collec tion of simulators may require 
only a single terrain manager as shown in Figure 3a. For larger exercises, a terrain 
manager may be provided on each local area network where several simulators may be 
physically collocated (see Figure 3b). For some scenarios , as shown in Figure 3c, it may 
prove beneficial to provide terrain managers for separate areas of the virtual gaming area. 
To determine how these scenarios drive the simulation configuration wi ll require 
additional research. The development of thi s architecture, the network protocols, and 
lessons learned, will be presented in an upcoming paper at the ten th DIS Workshop 
[Lisle94]. 
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LAN with DIS protocols 
I Terrain Manager 
Simulated Entities 
(a) Sample Configuration 1 - Small Collection of Simulated Entities on a LAN 
with a Single Terrain Manager 
WAN (DSI) with DIS protocols 
LAN with 







(b) Sample Configuration 2 - Groups of Simulators in the Same Physical 
Location with a Terrain Manager Per Site 
WAN (DSI) with DIS protocols 
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(c) Sample Configuration 3 - Groups of Simulated Entities with a Terrain 
Manager per Virtual Gaming Area and per Simulator 
with Frequent Terrain Interaction (e.g., Bulldozer) 
FIGURE 3: Sample Simulation Configurations for Future DIS Exercises with 
Dynamic Terrain 
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Figure 1 also illustrates where the mobility and bridging models are integrated within the 
testbed. Due to the dependency of the mobi lity model on the vehicle dynamics of the 
specific vehicle and the fl exibility provided by the Terrain Database Services, the mobi lity 
model was directly integrated into the Tracked Vehicle Simulator (TVS). The TVS need 
only request soil strength , soil type, and other properties required by the mobili ty and 
vehicle dynamics models from the Terrain DB Services. The vehicle dynamics also 
includes model s of the AVLB M60 deployment vehicle as well as a model of the bridge 
deployment mechanism. Dynamics fo r the bridge (once it is deployed), is handled by the 
Bridge DTR within the Terrain Manager. Once the bridge is deployed, it acts as a separate 
entity with the bridge dynamics and the bridge entity state being managed by the Bridge 
DTR. This allows the bridge to react to multiple vehicles dri ving over it, coll apsing under 
excessive loads or through detonations. The theore tica l models fo r the vehicle dynamics, 
bridge dynamics, and the mobility models are described in Section 2.0. The software 
which implements these models in the Tracked Veh icle Simulator and the Bridge DTR is 
described in Sec tion 3.0. 
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2.0 Theoretical Model Development 
2.1 Vehicle Kinematics 
The initial stage in the design of any vehicle simulator is the development of a format for 
representing the vehicle's geometry and prescribing it's motion. This format, known as the 
kinematic representation of the vehicle, provides the basis for all of the algorithms used to 
manipulate the vehicle during a simulation. The kinematic representation also provides a 
data standard for communication between different parts of the simulation system and also 
for sending data across networks. 
2.1.1 Theoretical Foundations 
Kinematic modeling and analysis is concerned with the motion of a rigid bodies without 
any regard to forces and moments. In other words, kinematics involves describing all the 
possible ways that an object can move (i.e., it 's degrees of freedom) and how that motion 
is related to other coordinate systems, especially databases and articulated parts. 
2.1.2 Derivations for Real-time Performance 
As shown in Figure 4(a) , the axial convention used for the Tracked Vehicle Simulator 
places the positive x-axis through the vehicle's "starboard" side, the positive y-axis out the 
front of the vehicle , and the positi ve z-axis up through the top of the vehicle. The origin of 
the vehicle's body coordinate system is placed on the bottom of the vehicle, symmetrically 
front-to-back and side-to-side with reference to the vehicle's hull. This is the standard 
form used for vehicle models based in Perfom1er and GL (the image generation software 
that TVS utilizes). 
To describe the vehicle's orientation, two different methods are used. Performer and GL 
utilize one of the Euler Angle sequences as shown in Figure 4(a). This is the same 
sequence as used by SIMNET and many other simulation systems. The dynamics 
equations, however, require a more robust formulation that avoids mathematically 
undefined orientations that are physically real izable. Such orientations are referred to as 
singularities. Therefore, the dynamics equations utilize quaternions, or Euler Parameters, 
to specify the vehicle's orientation [Minkler, NASA 76]. A quaternion is a mathematical 
construction for describing an arbitrary angle of rotation about an arbitrary normal vector 
in space as shown in Figure 4(b). The internal rotation matrix of the vehicle used by the 
vehicle dynamics simulation is determined by quaternion manipulations. When the 
dynamics simulator interfaces with the rest of the Tracked Vehicle Simulator, it 
decomposes (with standard matrix manipulations) the internal rotation matrix so as to 
produce an equivalent set of euler angles in the format of the graphical system. 


























FIGURE 4: Coordinate Axes for the Tracked Vehicle Simulator 
2.1.3 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model 
The quaternion formulation is more mathematically based than the euler angles , so using 
quaternions actually speeds up the simulation process. This benefit is offset due to the time 
required to translate the results into euler angles for output. However, the gain in accuracy 
and stability (unlike euler angles, quaternions have no si ngularities) is more than enough 
reason to justify using quaternions. The dynamics model and graphical model both use 
meters for length measurements and thus are identical , producing no additional processor 
overhead. 
2.2 Vehicle Dynamics 
The tracked vehicle simulator is based on the dynamically correct equations of motion for 
a generic , rigid body with six degrees of freedom. Continuous, numerical solution of these 
equations of motion allows the vehicle's position and orientation to be regularly updated 
in a realistic manner. In addition, the velocity and acceleration of each of the degrees of 
freedom is also available with minimal extra computational effort. 
2.2.1 Theoretical Foundations 
The primary purpose of the vehicle dynamics model is to provide as reali stic as possible of 
a simulation of the actual vehicle's behavior. The Tracked Vehicle Simulator does this by 
modeling the vehicle with the Newton-Euler equations of motion. This allows for accurate 
simulation based on the mechanical properties of the vehicle. The propulsion and support 
of the vehicle are determined by applying external forces and moments on to the vehicle's 
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hull through the tracks and the suspension components. Additional forces and moments 
may also be applied to the vehicle by simply adding them to those external forces and 
moments already used. Therefore, no change in the solution methodology is required. 
Dynamically correct modeling also provides a basis for dynamically correct component 
articu lation. 
The origin of the database acts as an inertial reference frame for the vehicle, thus allowing 
the dynamics equations to be developed and solved using the standard Newton-Euler 
approach. The vehicle's body is then used as a non-inerti al, but estabEshed, reference 
frame for the aI1iculation equations. 
2.2.2 Derivations for Real-Time Performance 
The real-time perfo rmance criteria of a si mulator requires that the equations of motion be 
optimized for high speed and effic iency. To do this, a special characteri stic of bridging 
vehicles is utilized; no part articul ation is allowed during driving. Since bridging vehicles 
onl y articulate the bridging systems while parked for deployment (e.g. the AVLB) this is 
reasonable. This assumption allows the reference point for the dynamics equations to be 
the vehicle's center of mass. An offset vector is built into the equations that allows the 
equations to be resolved around the center of mass while still reporting data in terms of 
graphical coordinate system at the base of the vehicle. This decouples the translational 
equations of motion from the rotational equations of motion and also from each other. The 
rotational equations of motion are further simplified by pre-inverting the vehicle' s inertia 
matrix prior to simulation. Since the mass, center of mass , and rotational inertias are 
drastically di ffe rent when the bridge is mounted and when it is deployed, two cases are 
developed for the dynamic properties of the vehicle. This is illustrated in the following 
equations. 
given, 
May 2. 1994 
fy 
ay = m 
fz 
az = m 
(X x = M xCxx + My C Xy + MzCxz 
(Xy = M XC yX + M y C yy + M ZCyZ 
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where, 
ax is the sideways ll'anslational acceleration (in meters per second) 
ay is the forward translational acceleration (in meters per second) 
az is the vertical translational acceleration (in meters per second) 
Fx , Fy, and FZ are the net applied fo rces (in newtons) 
m is the mass of the vehicle (in kilograms) 
ax is the pitching acceleration (in radians per second) 
ay is the rolling acceleration (in radians per second) 
aZ is the heading acceleration (in radians per second) 
Mx , My, and Mz are the net applied moments (in newton-meters) 
lxx, Iyy, and IZZ are the principal moments of inertia (in kilogram meters 
squared) 
lXV, lyZ' lzx, IxZ' IZy, and IyX are the cross-products of inertia (in kgm2) 
The CNN's are the resultant coefficients from inverting the inertial matrix (in 
kilogram meters squared inverted, 1 / kg m2) 
(EQ 7) 
One obstacle to developing a real-time simulator is the magnitude of the time step that can 
be used per iteration of the dynamics calculations. The implementation of this project 
requires that the vehicle dynamics simulation must be able to operate on the same 
processor as the image generator. This can limit the simulation time step to as much as a 
fifth of a second on our developmental machines. Even using a faster processor, the time 
step may still be longer than straightforward methods can adequately handle. 
To simul ate motion, a vehicle 's position, orientation, velocities, and accelerations must be 
predicted across each time step by numerically integrating it's equations of motion. The 
vehicle dynamics simulator uses a modified version of Euler 's Method for numerically 
integrating the equations of motion [Nakamura91, Press91J. The Modified Euler's Method 
functions as follows. First, the state of the vehicle at the current time step is evaluated and 
all the net forces and moments acting on the vehicle are determined. Next, the current 
acceleration of each degree of freedom is calculated by solving the dynamics equations 
li sted above. Then the vehicle's state at the end of the current state is detemlined by 
assuming that these accelerations remain constant. Finally, this new state is reevaluated to 
determine what the accelerations should be at this state. The difference between the 
original accelerations and the estimated ones are used to improve the estimation of the 
acceleration during the time step. The process is illustrated below. 
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test velocity = old velocity + (old acceleration' time step) 
tes t DoF = old DoF + (old velocity' time step) + (old acceleration' time step 
squared) 
test acceleration = "acceleration evaluated al new velocity and DaF" 
new acceleration = weighted average of old acceleration and test acceleration 
new velocity;; old velocity + (new acceleration * time step) 
new DoF = new DoF + (new veloc ity * lime step) + (new acceleration * lime step 
squared) 
This method has three major advantages. First, it is computationally compact and does not 
require idealistic information. Second, it has inherent numerical stability, unlike the 
standard Euler's Method with simple integration. Third, the trial state derived for the 
initial acceleration estimation provides a means of sampling the environment at the next 
position and orientation. Thus, the effects of location based changes in the environment 
may be combined with the effects due to dynamic changes in the vehicle 's state to give a 
more accurate indication of the next state. 
2.2.3 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model 
The Tracked Vehicle Simulator has a few key limitations due to some basic assumptions 
and the project specifications. First, the vehicle is modeled as a rigid body ; meaning that 
body cannot undergo any deflections. While this is acceptable for normal driving , it means 
that no effec ts on the vehicle due to extreme loadings , such as high speed collisions or 
drops from significant heights, can be modeled. There is also no way to correctly model 
the effects of explosions or detonations on the vehicle. However, this is the most common 
and acceptable approach in real-time vehicle model ing; deflection modeling comes under 
the scope of structural analysis. 
Second, the vehicle can only interface with terrain and bridges. This interface is made 
only through contact with the vehicle's tracks. This is all that is necessary in order to drive 
the vehicle. Other types of mechanical interactions are possible , but they have not yet been 
added to the vehicle dynamics simulator.. 
Third, the large time step of the simulation system often causes a loss in fidelity when 
modeling short duration events such as small object bumps of quick changes in terrain 
geometry. While small bumps and the like are not significant, sharp terrain changes may 
make predicting motion difficult in real-time. When an impossibility is detected, such as 
penetrating a hill or wall, a set of system safeties activates. These are routines that 
kinematically place the vehicle over the terrain . While thi s does allow some loss of 
dynamic correctness, it does provide continuity of simulation . It is difficult to model all 
interactions in real -time because of the limitations of processor speed. 
A final limitation of the model is that articulations are not currentl y possible while driving. 
The simplifications made to the vehicle dynamics equations, to allow faster development 
of the tractive effort algorithms, prevent on-the-fly articulations. As this is not needed for 
bridging vehicles, this limitation was not a problem during development. However, only 
modest effort would be required to add such abiliti es in the future due to the modulari ty of 
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the software design. 
2.3 Simulation of Internal Systems 
While the dynamics and mobility algorithms are sufficient for describing the behav ior of 
the vehicle's hull (i.e., it 's gross body motion), there still needs to be an interface to the 
operator for control of the vehicle. Since internal components of track vehicles vary a 
great deal from vehicle to vehicle, model ing of the internal systems is performed 
separately from the dynamics and mobility equations which are flexible and reusable. 
2.3.1 Theoretical Foundations 
Two connections are used to provide the fundamental interface between the vehicle 's 
internal systems and the physical world of the simulator: the left and right drive sprockets. 
The speed of the drive sprockets should be jointly determined by the mobility equations 
and the internal sys tems of the vehicle, namely the engine, torque convertor, transmission, 
differentials, steering, and brakes. In order for any simulator to accurately model a tracked 
vehicle's performance , the response of these systems is necessary. Otherwise, the user's 
control inputs will not have a consistent relationship to the response of the controls on the 
actual vehicle. 
Unfortunately, vehicle systems are not generic in nature, many different modeling 
relationships are required to model all of the possible configurations commonly used by 
the manufacturers of most vehicles. For this project, a simplified internal systems model 
was constnlcted using the AVLB's basic specifications as a model (USARMY86, 
USARMY91 ]. Although many of the algorithms can be used to model other vehic les, the 
organization and combinations used in the Tracked Vehicle Simulator only correspond to 
the AVLB. Since the purpose of this project is the development of mobility modeling, not 
a generic vehic le system simulation, thi s was considered an acceptable trade·off. 
2.3.2 Derivations for Real-time Performance 
In order to run this system in real-time, several simplifications were made to the internal 
sys tems so as to give the mobility and dynamics algorithms as much processor time as 
possible. Due to our lack of specific data on the AVLB 's systems, no truly detailed model 
was poss ible. Therefore a kinematic, not dynamic model of the vehicle's systems was 
constructed. This model uses the fo llowing procedure. First, the throttle input is read in 
from the user interface of the TVS . Then, the engine responds to any difference between 
it 's current rpm and the rpm naturally corresponding to the throttle position . Next, the 
torque convertor similarly adjusts to any differences between it 's rpm and that of the 
engine driven flywheel. Transmission effects next come into play, including the current 
gear and/or the current state of the gear changing actuators. Then comes the effects of the 
main differentials and shafts. The position of the steering handlebar is then read in to 
determine the state of the steering differentials . After this, rotation is transferred to the 
drive sprockets, where braking effects and feedback from the mobility equations are 
considered. The final result is the wrapping speed of each track, the theoretical speed of 
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the vehicle for each track. This is the main inpUlto the tractive effort algorithms. The 
process is detailed below. 
The first stage in the vehicle controls system, the user chooses the throttle position. This is 
passed into the vehicle dynamics manager, which also functions as the internal systems 
simulator. The simulator compares the throttle opening to the current state of a kinematic 
representation of an engine. If the speed of the engine does not correspond to the throttle 
position, the speed of the engine changes by some rpm step size, a simple kinematic 
constant. The torque convertor then compares it 's speed to that of the engine and similarly 
makes necessary changes. Then the transmission follows sui t. Changing gears controlled 
by the user, with the exception some shi ft locks. These shift locks are set when the 
transmission detects to great of a speed disparity between what speed it needs to turn and 
how fast its input or output shafts are turning. After the transmission, the differentials and 
final drive ratio are modeled similarly to the torque convertor. At this stage the steering 
ratio is also considered, just as the left and right drive speeds are being separated. The 
steering ratio is controlled by the user. It is used to bias the drive speed to one side or the 
other. The final step is brake simulation. This is done independently for each drive 
sprocket, even though the same brake value is read and user for each side. This provides 
the drive sprocket speeds for use in the mobility equations. All of the kinematic step 
factors used in the internal systems simulation were matched to all the available AVLB 
performance specifications obtained from the limited reference data that we had on its 
systems. The current model is as accurate as it can be without more detailed performance 
specifications. Variations between the model and actual performance also cannot be 
calculated until better data is available. 
Originally, the internal systems were intended to be a dynamic simulation based on real 
performance data. This would have allowed the drive torque applied at each drive sprocket 
to be modeled. Thus, the speed of the drive sprocket could be determined with dynamic 
equations of motion, for added realism. Unfortunately, the lack of data prevented a true 
model from being designed. Therefore the kinematic model was developed. 
2.3.3 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model 
As described earlier, the internal systems model is a kinematic representation of the 
AVLB's systems as developed from the AVLB's operator's and technical manuals 
[USARMY86, USARMY91]. While it suffices for running the vehicle, a more descriptive 
model of the vehicle's equipment must be developed before a more accurate simulation is 
possible. The dynamics and mobility algorithms respond correctly to whatever input is 
provided by the vehicle systems model. However, the vehicle systems model used in this 
case may not represent the actual performance of the AVLB due to the lack of available 
vehicle specifications. 
2.4 Bridge Articulation Dynamics 
The next phase in the vehicle simulation is the modeling of the launcher's articu lations. 
While the dynamic modeling of the vehicle is generic and reusable , the bridging system is, 
by necessity, specific to the A VLB application. However, the integration standards that 
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were developed for the AVLB have enabled other vehicles with articulating parts to be 
modeled with minimum redesign. In addition, the modeling of the bridge components 
used fo r the articulation analys is was vital in modeling the behavior of the deployed 
bridge in the Dynamic Terrain Testbed. The simulation benefits of proper dynamic 
modeling still hold true for ar ticulating large components. 
2.4.1 Theoretical Foundations 
The dynamics of the articulated components of the AVLB are driven by equations similar 
to those employed in the vehicle dynamics code. The components of the bridging system 
are u·eated as rigid bodies that rotate in the vehicle 's body coordinate system. The bridge 
components are stored with loca l coordinates and quatern ions. Refer to the fi gures in the 
fo llowing section. The global coordinates and orientation of the articulated components 
are available with limited conversions, th us allowing direct communication wi th the 
Tracked Vehicle Simulator 's environmental database manager (ENV _Mgr). Because the 
dynamic state and configuration of the vehicle are available through the object-oriented 
program structure, the bridge articul ation dy namics can interface with the vehicle hull in a 
dynamicall y correct manner. By using the vehicle as a step-reference friun e, the bridging 
system can use the database origin for an inertial reference frame. 
2.4.2 Derivations for Real-time Performance 
As in the vehicle dynamics and mobility algorithms, the algorithms used fo r simulating 
the bridging systems has been optimized to take advantage of the specific config urat ion of 
the AVLB. This resulted in three separate dynamics algori thms for modeling the AVLB. 
All three share the same dynamics and geometric data, whi le each takes advantage of a 
special case to reduce the number of ca lculations per simulation time step. Thus many 
operations unnecessary for each bridging operation are removed, leaving onl y the minimal 
number of equations required. These simplifications significantly advanced development 
of the methods and protocols required to simulate the AVLB 's bridging sys tems. See the 
figures below. 
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FIGURE 5: Three Stages of AVLB Bridge Deployment Systems 
The three stages of AVLB bridge deployment on which these algorithms are based are 
shown in Figure 5. The overhead deployment algorithm controls the deployment of the 
entire, mounted bridge assembly off of the top of the vehicle and into an upright posi tion. 
This method also retracts the bridge back on top of the AVLB. The tongue and scissor 
algorithm deploys the bridge from this upright position in an attempt to position the bridge 
on the ground. The tongue and overhead method models the retracting cylinders after the 
bridge has been detached. All three methods use ground contact and interface methods 
derived from the mobility model for use in modeling the restrictive effects of terrain 
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contact with the deploying bridge and the outrigger landing used for support. The bridge 
articulation simulator contains extra algorithms for use in detaching the bridge, and 
spawning a networked bridge counterpart, and reattaching it, and removing the networked 
bridge. These methods uses kinematic data from the bridging systems, which do not need 
to use dynamics. They are important for data management and are explained in the 
software des ign for the Vehicle Dynamics Manager. The basic dynamics equations used in 
these three cases are the angular form of Newton's Second Law, i.e. , the sum of the 
moments equals the moment of inertia multiplied by the angular acceleration . The solu tion 
and prediction methods are the same ones used in the vehicle dy namics equations. 
2.4.3 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model 
The primary assumption of the bridging model is that only the AVLB wi ll be modeled by 
this sys tem. Modeling another bridging system, or any other articulation system, will 
require some modification to the articulation code. However the basic dynamics and 
interfaces to the vehicle hull and to the environment interfaces are standardized. Another 
vehicle was modeled by the Tracked Vehicle Simulator and it was able to function using 
the same interfaces, but with different articulation routines. A different hydraulically 
driven bridging system could probably be adapted with only modest effort. 
The main limitation of the model is its restriction to the power and ability of the vehicle 
dynamics. Since the current version of the vehicle dynamics code does not support 
speciali zed articulations, the mobility model cannot properly run during bridge 
deployment. That is, the vehicle dynamics model assumes no change in the configuration 
(i.e. , the inertial properties) of the vehicle while driving. This restriction allows for a 
generic vehicle dynamics and mobility model. However, the vehicle model could easi ly be 
modified for different vehic le configurations. This was done to allow for direct reusability 
of the vehicle model in the immediate future since mos t other simulated vehic les will 
experience minimal configuration (i.e. inertial ) changes. Until more complete and flexibly 
generic dynamics code is available for dynamic terrain simulations, these methods will 
provide a basis for vehicle modeling. 
2.5 Deployed Bridge Dynamics 
Although it is not directly a part of the Tracked Vehicle Simulator (TVS), the deployed 
bridge simulator, or Bridge DTR, and all of it's dynamics were developed using the same 
methods as the TVS. Likewise, all of the interfaces between the vehicle and the bridge 
were developed concurrently. 
2.5.1 Theoretical Foundations 
The dep loyed bridge was modeled with a modified version of the Tracked Vehicle 
Simulator 's dynamics and mobility algorithms. The same dynamics and tractive effort 
equations were used; however, simplifications were made based on the nature of the 
bridge 's particular structure. When deployed on the terrain , the bridge basically acts the 
same as a tracked vehicle with a different mechanical configuration and structure; almost 
like a long, narrow vehicle with long tracks that don ' t move relative to the body. The 
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constants that describe the rigid body 's mass, center of mass, moments of inertia, 
structural geometry, and contact surfaces were simply changes to reflect the specific nature 
of the particular bridge's structure. 
2.5.2 Derivations for Real-time Performance 
The only significant difference between the deployed bridge simulator and the vehicle 
dynamics was that they are controlled by different processes. The deployed bridge was not 
run as part of the Tracked Vehicle Simulator. Instead it was run separately by a part of the 
Dynamic Terrain Testbed. The deployed bridge was run by a bridge manager, or Bridge 
DTR, that handles multiple bridges simultaneously. This system provided each simulated 
bridge with all necessary data for the environment and other vehicles . 
The Bridge DTR used entity data to scan for other entities that may be in contact with the 
bridge. By tracking the position and velocity of each of these entities, a rough estimation 
of the forces transmitted between each entity and the bridge was possible. This was 
accomplished by using the vehicle 's acceleration in a basic dynamics equation. Assuming 
the mass of the vehicle can be found , or calculated from weight, the force applied by 
passing vehicles was estimated simply through Newton's Second Law, i.e., 
Force appli ed = (mass of the vehicle) * (acceleration of the vehicle) (EQ 8) 
This was a crude method, but it was the best that is possible with the data which could be 
transferred across a DIS network. At each time step, data on the vehic les acceleration may 
be given. If not, it was estimated from changes in velocity, or worst case, from changes in 
position compared over time. When the Bridge DTR activated each deployed bridge , they 
each scan the entities, es timate applied forces, and then react in a dynamically correct 
manner. Because the Bridge DTR interfaced with the network in a different manner, some 
of the unit conversions were performed differently. Otherwise, there were no major 
theoretical differences in functionality between the Bridge DTR, and the vehicle dynamics 
of the Tracked Vehicle Simulator. 
Modeling failure criteria was much easier. Assuming that the vehicle 's weight was 
avai lable, that weight was appl ied to the bridge whenever a vehicle was located on top of 
it. A simple test then compared that weight to some preset maximum load. Exceeding this 
load caused the bridge to collapse and be destroyed. 
2.5.3 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model 
Most of the deployed bridge's assumptions and limitations were the same as those made 
for the Tracked Vehicle Simulator. The on ly difference was in the use of interaction 
algorithms that estimate how other vehicles were mechanically affecting the bridge. These 
proximity and contact estimation mechanisms were simple and could have caused 
problems with complicated scenarios, such as vehicles pushing on the side of the bridge or 
multiple entities trying to affect the bridge at the same time. Unfortunately, the current 
DIS paradigm limits the amount of interaction between a bridge and the vehicles near it 
due to the restrictions on the amount of dynamic data that cn be transferred across a DIS 
network. Without direct information sharing, accurate dynamic simulation is not ye t 
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possible because the actual forces and moments in the interactions cannot be 
communicated across the network. Dynamjcally correct equatjons of motion cannot 
function accurately if the external forces and moments supplied to them are not entirely 
accurate. 
2.6 WES-derived Real-time Mobility Model 
A major goal of thjs project was to provide reali stic mobility constraints on simulated 
ground vehicles. The planned approach was to modify the Army 's existing mobility 
model, the NATO Reference Mobility Model (NRMM II), for real-time performance and 
to incorporate the revised model into a real- time vehicle sjmulatjon. This model has been 
developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ' Waterways Experjment Station (WES) 
[WES92bj. 
Before explaining the modifications made to NRMM II, it is important to understand the 
model itself. Tills model is based on empirical relationshjps between measurable terrain 
properties and the soil-independent (i.e., theoretical) vehicle power output. These 
relationships are typically represented by the curves shown in Figure 6 [WES92b). As 
shown in the figure , these emnirical re lationships are based upon associations relating the 
tractive force at the wheel to the speed at the wheel rim. Thjs relationship is represented by 
two curves. The first, Curve A, represents average tractive force versus speed based solely 
on the theoretical power output of the vehicle. This theoretical estimate is based on the 
engine type, the transmjss ion, power train, and internal fri ctional losses. The second 
curve, Curve B, represents the effects of soil resistance and terrain slope on Curve A. After 
these calculations, other limiting factors are considered. For instance, Iimitjng speeds due 
to visibility, obstacle avoidance or override strategies, and surface roughness produce 
maximum speed limits on the speed axis. On the force axjs, limitations due to vegetation 
and other resi stive forces are considered. From these two groups of limiting factors and 
Curve B, the maxjmum predjcted speed of the vehjcle through a homogenous area of 
terrain is estimated. It is important to note that this prediction is for a maximum speed 
only and does not indicate the range of speeds the vehicle will achieve through normal 
operation (e.g., steering, acceleration, deceleration and braking). Thus, vehicle dynamics 
are not considered within thi s model. 
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Curve B • Actual 
(based on vehicle and 
soi l strength/slope) 
\ 
~ 
Curve A • Theoretical 
(based on vehicle on ly) 
/ .......... :--::: 
, ,. ----, ,-- Limiting Speeds (e.g., visibi lity limits, obstacles) 
Tractive 
Force ... ,---.. Predicted Maximum 
: ~ Speed -- . . .. ..... -- - - -.. . - . -----~ 
___ ____ ____ __ ___ ~ _ _ _ _____ _ Resistive Forces 
: (e .g., vegetation) 
, 
Speed 
FIGURE 6: Example of l ractive Force versus Speed Curve used by the NATO 
Reference Mobility Model 
The following sections explain how the empirically developed NRMM II model has been 
modified for real-time performance. 
2.6.1 Assumptions 
The terrain conditions are evaluated using cone index which is measured by a cone 
penetrometer and is used in predicting the vehicle performance. One of the parameters 
developed at U.S Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station (WES) to 
evaluate the vehicle mobility is called the vehicle cone index (vcr). VCI is used to predict 
the vehicle performance on various types of soils. VCI can be defined as the minimum 
amount of soil strength, in the upper critical layers, for a vehicle to successfully make a 
specific number of passes. The following definitions are used in deriving the equations of 
motion for the mobility model. The mobility model discussed in this section, which uses 
cone index (CI) to obtain WES derived soil properties, will be henceforth referred as the 
trafficabil ity model. 
2.6.1.1 Mobility Index 
Mobility Index (MI), a parameter depending on the vehicle features is needed to 
evaluate the VCl. The M1 of a tracked vehicle is defined as 
MI = _(F~c=o="~=,,~P=~=,,=re~X_F_w~'~igh~'_+rF~BO~g~;e~-rF~cl~,~=,=",~e)_X~FE="~gi~=-X_F~T~""=,"=li.=SSi~O" 
F Trxk x FGrollS(:r 
Where the Contact Pressure Factor, 
F _ Gross Vehicle Weighl (Ibs.) 
Contact Pressure - f T k ' . h S ' 1(' 2) Area 0 rae '5 In COlllaCl wll 0 1 In 
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and the Weight Factor is 
FWeight = 1.0 (vehicle weight < 50.000 Ibs.) 
and the Grouser Factor is 
and the Track Factor is 
and the Bogie Factor is 
1. 2 (50,000 Ib, . S vchicle weight S 69,999 Ib,.) 
1.4 (70.000 Ib,. S vchicle weight S 99,999 Ib,.) 
1.8 (vehicle weight ~ 100.000 Ib,.) 
F 1.0 (Gro user < 1.5") grouser :;:;: 
= 1.1 (Grouser> 1.5") 
FTrack :;:;: 
Track width ,i n 
100 




Gross weight ,Jb/lO 
----------------~~~~~~~~--------------~(EQ I 4) 
Total No of Bogies on Tracks x Area, in
2 
of 
- w ith ground 
and the Transmission Factor is 
FTra nsmi ss ion = 1.0 (Automatics) 
= 1.05 (Manual) 
and the Clearance Factor is 
FCl earance 
and the Engine Factor is 
Clearance ,inches 
10 
I track shoe In contact 
FEngine = 1.0 (Hp/ton of Veh. WI.) 
= 1.05 (Hp/ton of Veh. WI.) 




As stated previously, VCI is the minimum so il strength required to support the movement 
of the velticle, The value of VCI, developed at WES , is defined by the following empirical 
relations: 
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For Muskeg soil, 
VClmk = 13 + 0.25 • Contucl Pressure (EQ 18) 
For SO passes, 
VCI50mk = 14 + 3.4 • Contucl Pressure (EQ 19) 
For Fine grained soil, 
(EQ 20) 
and for 50 passes on fine grained soil 
VCISO = 927 0 3 MI 124.79 fg I. +.4 - MI + 7.08 (EQ 2 1) 
2.6.1.3 Cone Index 
Cone Index (CI) is the measure of soil strength obtained by fi eld measurements using 
the cone penetrometer device developed at WES (See Figure 7). CI is used in formulating 
the empirical relations governing the vehic le motion. It was one of the quickest and 
simplest methods to determine the vehicle mobility (i.e. , GOINOGO condition) 
[McRay64]. Rating cone index (RCI) is defined as the product of CI and the remolding 
index. The remolding index provides a measure of the soil compaction occurring with 
many vehicle passes. CI gives a comprehensive measure of the shear and normal stresses 
on the cone face of the penetrometer (i.e., cohesion, shear modulus, angle of internal 
shearing resistance, etc.). 
D -l Fz ~_ 
zt ~t :-1 --
Lt_~~ 
----L"t A 
FIGURE 7: Geometry and Stresses on a Frustrum of a Cone 
Using static equilibrium, the resistive force, Fz, acting on the cone is given by, 
L 
f (otana + T) 2nrdT) 
o 
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where cr is the normal stress, a is the cone angle, 1: is the shear stress and r = lltan a 
The Cone Index could then be defined as 
Cl = CEQ 23) 
Excessive soil strength is the differe nce of Cl and VCl, and is a parameter used in 
obtaining the towing resistances from the empirical rel ations of WES. Cl values and the 
depth of penetration , Z, are required for the terrain on which the vehicle mobility is to be 
predicted. 
When the cone index is not avail able in the database, it can be computed fro m the other 
available soil properties. For instance, properties used by a Bekker mobility model can be 
converted to a cone index if an average penetration depth of six inches is assumed 
[Bekker69] . The more accurate representation of CI is computed using expressions 
developed by WES [WES88a] and is given by,. 
and 
- m tan a 1 + si n <P r tan (a + tan q» l Cl=6G - "'(3 .<jl ) Q-Ccot<jl 
tan", - SIl1 (R')' tan <jl) 2 
wheren = 
[ (Z+ L) ytan$] J- m- [C+ ( l+ L)ytnn$+ (2- m) Lytan$] (C+lytan$) '-m 
(2 m) (3 m) 
4 sin <jl 
m 
3 ( 1 + sinq» 
a = Cone Angle , 
C = Cohesion, 
Z = Depth of penetration of cone, 
q> = Apparent angle of internal friction , 
')' = Soil Density, 
G = Apparent ri gid ity modulus 
G = 0.5 A + I - Be G [ -~l] 1 + Be -~l 
A,B, ~ = Cone constants 
A = 0.986 
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B = 100 
~ = 0.55 in.-I 
G = Rigidity Modulus 
The rigidity modulus, G, at ambient pressure level ,(O = I) is given by 
G = 
1230 (2.97 - e) 2 (Cl + 25) 
I + e 500 (EQ 28) 
where 
Cl = measured cone index 
Cunently Bekker's equation is used to get an approximate value of Cl based on the 
properties stored in the database for an average penetration depth of 6 inches. 
The void ratio, e, is given by 
where 
Yw = unit weight of water = 62.4 Ib/ft3 
Yd = dry unit weight of soi l 
Gs = specific gravity of soi l, 2.65 < GS < 2.69 
The following tabulated values of e are used based on the soi l type 
TABLE 1. Void Ratios (0)' 
SOIL TYPE SW SP SM SC ML MH CL CH 
VOID RATIO 0.75 0.8 1.05 0.9 0.95 1.0 1.05 1.2 
*. from [WES88a] 




Motion resistance results from compaction, mechanical rolling resistance, vegetation, and 
other factors . The soi l compaction, or the bulldozing resistance, occurs on the front or 
back inclined face of the track depending on the direction of motion. Since no 
comprehensive infonnation is available to compute compaction resistance llsing vcr or 
Cl, their effects are not included in the current implementation . The rolling resistance is a 
function of the nonnal force. The rolling resistance of a fri ctional surface is defined as, 
R = 11 Normal Force (EQ 30) 
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2.6.1.5 Compaction Resistance 
The compaction resistance Rc is calculated as the work done in compacting the so il to 
a depth of zO' where Zo is the sinkage. Since no relation to determine sinkage using VCI 
and RCI was available from WES, Bekker's pressure-sinkage relation is used [Bekker69] . 
pressure, p = : ,b and I are the track width and length respectively, 
kc = Cohesive modulus 
k<p= Frictional modulus 
n = Exponent of sinkage 
The compaction resi stance Rc is given by Bekker as, 
Rc = 
2.6.1.6 Normal Pressure 
(EQ 3 1) 
(EQ 32) 
The Normal pressure is a sum of the components of the vehicle gross weight, inertia 
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Tj(x) Shear 
Rj(x Normal Force 
FIGURE 8: Distribution of forces on a tracked vehicle 




h = height of cg 
b = centerline distance between the tracks 
Fex,Fey = Inertia Forces in the x & y directions 
N 1 (y) = track tension at a distance x on the track 
if the slope of the terrain, " is taken into consideration and the initial orientation the same 
as the yaw angle, OJ, the nornlal stress is given by, 
(EQ 34) 
R I (Y) 
COS T) h[F" 1 [F" 1 ,N,(y) 
{-2-+6ycycosTl-'b W -sinTlsinwJ-6hy W + sinTlcosooJ+dL·-w} 
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The "above expression is nondimensionalised and generalized for each track. The 
weight distribution is computed over each contact point and is a function of the slope of 
the terrain, the vehicle tilt owing to soil compaction and the independent suspension 
effects. 
At high slips the shear stress becomes significant and hence the track tension which is a 
function of shear stress. An iterative scheme is required to compute the track tensions so as 
to satisfy the moment equilibrium relations at each point of analysis. The contributions of 
track tension towards the normal stresses are not included in the current implementation. 
2.6.1.7 Rolling Motion Resistance 
The rolling motion resistance on a frictional surface is given by 
F = W tan <I> f (Sl ip) (EQ 35) 
or 
F = ~ W f(slip) (EQ 36) 
For off road mobility, the WES empirical relations [WES92c) are used to compute M for 
tracks riding on frictional soil types. For fine grained soil, the coefficient of motion 
resistance M is computed as follows, 
0.045 + 2.3075 
Mrg = RCI - VCl + 6.5 (EQ 37) 
For soil types 0 & I it is assumed as 0.075. [WES92c). Once the coefficient of motion 
resistance is computed, the motion resistance is given by, 
F = ~ Normal Force (EQ 38) 
2.6.1.8 Tractive Force 
The tract ion for a tracked vehicle is determined by the ability of the soil mass confined 
between the grousers to withstand shear force or, in other words, the ability of the grouser 
confined mass not to separate from the base soil. The friction between the track surface 
and the soil also aids in developing the thrust, as the wheels ride over the tracks. 
Theoretically the tractive effort in a tracked vehicle is developed by the shearing action of 
the track across the grouser tips, vertical surfaces and the soil surface. It is expressed as 
the integral of the shear stresses over the hypothetical contact area at the sliding surfaces. 
They could be expressed as, 
CEQ 39) 
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and 
F v = fci' vsinadl (EQ 40) 
where, and 'v are the shear stresses along the horizontal and vertical surfaces and a is 
the angle the track element makes with the hori zontal. Tractive force is an important 
aspect in designing vehicle power requirements, traction devices and in determining 
mobility. Insufficient traction causes immobilization. The ultimate shearing resistance 
between the track soil interface for a cohesive soi l is given by 
(EQ 41) 
where c is the soil cohesion, q:> Ihe friction angle and an the normal stress. Bekker -Janos i's 
equation[Bekker69] for shear stress distribution as a function of slip is derived based on 
the solution of damped harmonic oscillator and is given by, 
-<VI< , = (C + a n tan 11» (I - e ) (EQ 42) 
where K = Slip coefficient, 
!:l = Shear deformation. 
The hyperbolic shear stress-shear displacements relations used by WES model 
[Kondner63] is implemented here. The shear stress is given by, 
, = (EQ 43) 
where G = Shearing modulus, 
'tM = Maximum shear stress of the soil. 
In the simplified WES model there is no method to directly compute the available traction 
on any given soil. WES has empirical results for the drawbar pull and the tow resistance. 
The sum, i.e. Drawbar pull + Motion resistance gives the traction available. It is not 
possible to use the above definition of tractive force for man-in-the-loop simulations. The 
engine power available etc. cannot be extracted. Instead, the theoretical definition of shear 
stress is used in computing the maximum available tractive force in the current 
implementation. The longitudinal shear stress [WES86] is given by, 
(EQ 44) 
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and the lateral shear stress· is given by, 
(EQ 45) 
where 
rj(y) = dL 2 Rj (y)/W = Nondimensionalised (ND) normal stress 
Oi = L'.t/L = (ND) Slip di stance 
= ~ = (ND) Slip Veloc i 
L 
Il = GL3 /W = (ND) Rigidity Modulus 
Ie = i\L = Soil attribute 
c = CL 2 /W = (ND) Cohesive Strength 
cd = Cd L 2 rw = (ND) Dynamic Cohesive Strength 
'Yt = Slip Angle 
2.6.1.9 Slip 
The shear stress at a point on the track is a function of nom1al stress and shear 
di splacement, which is measured from the point on the track-terrain interface where 
shearing begins. The shear di splacement is found from the slip velocity, Vs. The slip 
veloci ty of a particular point on the track is defined as the difference of vehicle velocity 
and the hori zontal component of the track velocity at the point in consideration. The track 
velocity under different wheels could be different owing to the terrain , independent 
suspension and also due to the track flexibility. The slip velocity can be expressed as , 
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v s = V rim - V cos a 
v --
FIGURE 9: Slip velocity in a tracked vehicle 
(EQ 46) 
where Vrim is the tangential rim velocity and V is the vehicle velocity and a the trim 
angle. 
U2 
CG0 • 0 y 
L 
vx + (, +Cy l'" 





X L v - (-. C x 
FIGURE 10: Track velocity of arbitrary point on the hull 
With zero trim angle and including steering effects, we have the slip velocity resolved in 
the y direction given by, 
Vsy = Vtrack - (Vy + (b/2 ) (0 ) (EQ 47) 
where the second term on the right hand side is the veloci ty of the outer track in the 
direction of track(Vy = Component of Vehicle velocity in the y direction), b the distance 
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from geometric center to c"enter line of the track, and CO the rate of change of yaw angle of 
the vehicle, Vtrack = Rolling radius * COrim" 
v = co (X - C ) sx x (EQ 48) 
The resultant slip velocity is given by, 
Y - Jv2 y2 s - sx + sy (EQ 49) 
The shear displacement or the sli p di splacement is given by 
(EQ 50) 
where t is the time taken to traverse between initial point of shearing and the point in 
consideration , with the current ve locity in the y direction, Yy . i.e . 
1= (112 - Y)/ Vlrack 
for points in front of the geometric center. 
2.6.2 Equations of Motion 
(EQ 51 ) 
The equations of motion are obtained by applying Newtons laws of motion and is given 
by, 
Tractive Force - MOlion Resistance = M a CEQ 52) 
Using the definitions of tractive force, motion resistance described earlier in the above 









f + sinllcoso cy 
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I - - -
f
' b f' b ' I, dO) 
[q I (y) + q, ( y) I (y - cy) dy + 2 ( [I , (y) - I I (y) I dy ) +:2 f f r 1 (y) + r, (y) dy = L W dt (EQ 55) 
1 1 I , , , 
where, 
f = Coefficient of rolling resistance, 
Iz = Moment of Inerti a of the vehicle about Ihe z axis passing-
-through c.g., 
fcy/ cx = (ND) Inertia forces in y,x directions, 
= FcyfW, FcxfW respective ly and W is the weight of the-
-vehicle, 
tl (y), t2(Y) = (ND)Longitudinal shear stresses for the outer and-
-inner track, 
q I (y), q2(y) = (ND) Transverse shear stresses for the outer and-
-inner track, 
dl' dl' 
= w Q I (y), w Q , (y) respeclively. 
The other three equations for additional degrees of freedom, i. e. roll, pitch and motion in Z 
direction remain the same as the other mobility model. 
2.6.3 Derivations for real-time Performance 
The above set of equations of motion are integrated to obtain the position and ve locity of 
the vehicle. The responses of man in the loop simulation are integrated into the equations 
of motion , whi le driving the vehicle on a terrain . Some of the iterati ve schemes are not 
taken into consideration for the ini tial real-time implementation (e.g., track tension). 
Runge-Kutta second and fourth order and Euler integration schemes were used to 
integrate the equations of motion depending on the stability, accuracy and speed 
requirements [Nakamura9 1, Press9 11. 
2.6.4 Limitations of the Model 
Plate sinkage equations wi ll have to be used to find out the sinkage of the vehicle. It is not 
clear how VCI and CI could be used in computing the sinkage. Additional time is spenr in 
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recomputing the cone index from ttie available soil properties in the database. Forces 
arising due to the independent suspensions are not completely modeled. Transmission and 
the vehicle performance curves are taken from comparable vehicles. 
2.7 Investigation of Additional real-time Mobility Models -
BekkerfWong Tractive Effort Algorithms 
As discussed in Section 2.2, the principal requirement for a dynamically correct vehic le 
simulator is the abili ty to determine what external forces and moments are applied to the 
vehicle. These forces and moments provide the vehicle's propulsion and steering, as well 
as support it 's weight. Without these terms, the realism advantages of dynamically correct 
modeling cannot be obtained. This section discusses several relationships and algorithms 
that are designed to predict these forces and moments. These algorithms were developed 
by Dr. M.G. Bekker, Dr. J.Y. Wong, and others. 
2.7.1 Theoretical Foundations 
The theoretical principles (as opposed to empirical principals developed at WES) that 
govern the interactions between tracked vehicles and underlying terrain were first 
organized and developed in the 1950's by Dr. M.G. Bekker of the University of Michigan 
and the Stevens Insti tute [Bekker58, Bekker60, Bekker69]. Dr. Bekker analyzed the 
mechanics of transverse interactions in order to determine how propulsive forces and 
moments are generated by tracked vehicles. By studying how ground pressure and shear 
stress are distributed in the underlying terrai n, he was able to develop standard integrals 
for modeling different types of transverse interfaces . These integrals are very flexible and 
can be easi ly modified to su it a particular configuration. 
Since the 1970's, Dr. J.Y. Wong of the Ottawa Transportation Insti tute has developed these 
in tegrals, along with other relationships compiled by Dr. Bekker and others, into computer 
algorithms for use in evaluating, designing, and controlling tracked vehicles [Wong78, 
Wong89). The primary input to the resulting equations is the sl ippage of the vehicle' s 
tracks over the terrain . This sl ip is defined as the difference between the actual speed of 
the vehicle and the speed of the track. The mathematical conditions for defining slip are as 
fo llows: 
IF ac tual speed> zero THEN 
IF theoretical speed > actual speed THEN slip = 1.0 - (actual I theoretical) 
IF theoretical speed = actual speed THEN slip = 0.0 
fF theoret ical speed < ac tual speed THEN slip = 1.0 - (theoret ical I actual) 
IF actual speed = zero THEN 
[F theoretical speed = zero THEN slip = 0.0 
ELSE slip = 1.0 
IF actual speed < zero THEN 
Use the same relations as the first case, but reverse the tests 
Note: The direction of the slip must be stored for the traction calculations 
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The works of Wong and Bekker, as well as of others quoted in their books, forms the 
theoretical basis for the tractive effort algori thms used by the Tracked Vehicle Simulator. 
These tractive and resistive forces and moments (generated by the track-terrain interface) 
are used in the dynamics algorithms as external forces and moments acting on the vehicle. 
This permits a standardi zed dynamics simulator, wi th all relevant physica l realism, to be 
used to model a track-driven ground vehicle. 
2.7.2 Derivations for Real-Time Performance 
As mentioned in the prior sec tion, the BekkeriWong trafficabil ity algorithms are based on 
analysis of shear-stress and pressure distri butions, as well as the actual contact conditions 
th.rough the transverse interfaces. The standard integrals and relationships that are used by 
these equations are generic in nature. That is, these relationships are suffic ient ly flexible 
that they can be confi gured for diffe rent specific vehicles and d ifferent levels of fide li ty. 
These equations deal with two separate types of interactions. The first ones deal with 
transverse effects; i.e. , forces that generate for-aft and sideways motion, as wel l as the 
moment that changes heading. The other relationships deal with perpendicul ar effects; i.e. 
the moments that generate pitching and roll ing as well as the force that supports the 
vehicle 's weight. The equations are as listed be low. 
fo r the transverse effects, 
FMAX = Ac + Wtan ~ 
FACT UAL = F MAX K RATIC 
for the perpendicular effects, 
where, 
Load 
n + 1 
(- ) 
= ( W ) n 
L 
(~ ) 
Stre n oth = (k + kB ) 11 
" C ~ 
( 
I Load 
Drag - --) ",--- -.,-
- n + I S tre ngth 






(EQ 61 ) 
FACTUAL is the actual force transmitted through the interface (in newtons) 
KRAT10 is the ratio between the actual force and the max imum possible force 
Load is an expression of the loading of the ground 
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Strength is an expression for the level of loading that the ground can take 
Drag is the resisti ve force applied by plowing vehicle tracks into the ground 
B is the width of the interface (in meters) 
L is the length of the interface (in meters) 
A is the area of the interface (in meters squared) 
W is the force transversely applied to the interface (in newtons) 
i is the slip at the interface (unitless) 
c is the soi l cohesion (newtons per meters squared) 
<I> is the angle of shearing resistance (in radians) 
~ is the tangent of <I> (unitless) , a storage variable 
K is the bulk modulus (in meters) 
kC is the cohes ive modulus 
k$ is the frictional modulus 
n is the exponent of soil deformation (unitless) 
The second set of equations also deal with support forces and track sinkage. However, 
since vehicle tracks had not been implemented in the Dynamic Terrain Testbed at the time 
this work was completed and, thus, no depression is made in the simulated terrain by the 
vehicle, these relationships were not uti lized like the transverse equations. 
Because of the high performance and fidelity requirements of the Tracked Vehicle 
Simulator, more complicated versions of the basic algorithms are utilized. These 
implemented algorithms to model the terrain underneath each road-wheel of each track. 
Doing so provides accurate prediction of the major forces concentrated on the vehicle, as 
most loads are generated underneath the road wheels. 
2.7.3 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model 
The Bekker/Wong algorithms function fairly efficiently and robustly. The only drawback 
to their application is very high sensitivity to low track speeds. When the difference 
between the theoretical track speed and the actual speed is within a couple of percentage 
points, the forces and moments generated through the contact interface can change 
drastically with modest changes in the relative speed differential. Around zero slip, the 
change is very rapid . Correctly modeling the track/terrain interface therefore requ ires 
more attention to detail in this situation. With the dynamics simulation running on the 
same processor as the image generator, only a few extra cal ls per frame can be made. 
Therefore, a safety routine is in place that performs add itional calculations as required. 
This test watches for transitions between positive and negative slip. When it detects such a 
transition, it performs two sets of calculations: one set directl y before the transition and 
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the other one set directly after. This provides increased stability in the calculations by 
providing higher fidelity around the most transient value of sl ip, zero. This case is very 
important because it represents when the vehicle is parked or is coming to a rest. 
The primary assumption of this development is the pressure distribution underneath the 
vehicle's tracks. For the purposes of thi s model, the contact pressure is assumed to be 
concentrated underneath the tracked vehicle 's road wheels. The Bekker integral s are 
customized for this case. This is actually better than the simpler integral s that Bekker and 
Wong use, however, they were not concerned with real-time simulation. While solving 
several integrals per time loop may seem time consuming, the increased accuracy that 
results allows the entire system to run less often . This generates a far greater time savings 
than the increased number of calculations per iteration. 
The BekkerfWong mobility model also makes several assumplions to allow for on the fly 
solution. First a standard fo rm of the traclion equations is pre-integraled into closed form. 
In order to make these equations as generic as possible, the closed form assumes the basic 
nature tracked vehicle motion with symmetric tracks (i.e. the tracks are identical and are 
set equidistant from the center of the vehicle). The integration was performed in a generic 
nature so that a different number of equations can be used for vehicles with a different 
number of road wheels per track. 
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3.0 Software 
3.1 Software System Overview -
The Tracked Vehicle Simulator (TVS) 
The Tracked Vehicle Simulator (TVS) is written in C++ on Silicon Graphics workstations. 
The Silicon Graphics (SGI) system was chosen for its graphics capabilities and for the 
baseline capability provided by the Performer and FORMS software libraries [SGI92a, 
SGI92b, Overmars91]. Both of these Application Programmer Interface (API) tool kits are 
discussed fUl1her in this document. 
To reduce development time, software developed for other portions of the DT Testbed 
were reused whenever possible. For instance, the entity manager and model manager 
from . The DT Visualization System, also known as BwanaVision (BV), were included in 
the TVS. Also included were Performer-based objects (fog, earth/sky model ), the dynamic 
terrain generator, and the BV explosion routines. Incorporation of these and other software 
modules was facilitated by the use of object-oriented design methods in TVS and 
throughout the DT Testbed software. However, to aid integration into the DT Testbed , the 
entity manager was modified to use entity services [VSL94]. Formerly, B V only 
communicated through DIP (DIS Interface Process), a software package written by the 
Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) for communications with other DIS simulations. 
Explanation of these software modules is beyond the scope of this document and can be 
referenced in the appropriate DT Testbed project documentation [Buckley93 , VSL94]. 
3.1.1 Module Design 
TVS is divided into modules, referred to as managers, which handle the different 
simulator functions. These managers are the Simulation Manager (S im_Mgr), Image 
Generation Manager (IG_Mgr), Vehicle Dynamics Manager (VDYN_Mgr) , Environment 
Manager (ENV _Mgr) , Entity Manager (Ent_Mgr), and the Graphical User Interface 
Manager (GUCMgr). Other supporting modules include the Dynamic Terrain Generator 
(DTGen) and the Entity Services Entity Manager (ESERV _EntityManager). The 
interaction of these modules is shown in Figure II and descriptions of the modules are 
provided in the fo llowing sections. 
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3.1.1.1 SIM_Mgr - Simulation Manager 
The Simulation Manager controls the simulation and is the only object found in the main 
source code. It constructs and initializes the other managers and deletes them upon the end 
of the simulation loop. It also provides the functions necessary for debug printing and fatal 
error handling. It handles hardware and process specific details, such as initializing a fast 
timer if the user ID is super-user, and locking the process and data blocks into memory for 
faster performance (i .e., no virtual memory swapping). 
3.1.1.2 IG_Mg r - Image Generator Manager 
Rendering of the scene graph is accomplished by the IG_Mgr. For this purpose, we have 
selected Performer, an Application Programmer Interface (API) tool-kit written by SGI for 
high performance rendering in simulation based applications [SGI92a, SGI92b) . The 
scene graph refers to the geometry tree created by the Performer rou tines. Each call to 
load a model file adds polygons, or polygon meshes, to the geometry tree. The IG_Mgr is 
responsible for initiali zing shared memory spaces for use by other managers, starting the 
dynamic terrain object (or loading the terrain file), loading the vehicle model, and opening 
up the process c:onmland pipes whicb reside in the shared memory just created. More 
information on conmlunication with the dynamic terrain system can be found in a later 
section of this report. 
The shared memory structure created in the TVS is handled completely by the Performer 
libraries. Shared memory access requires a lot of tricky manipulation with semaphore 
control or file lock access. For Performer to configure shared memory properly, the data 
must be allocated between the Performer functions pflnitO and pjConjigO, which are 
called within the IG_Mgr. Therefore, the Sim_Mgr cannot allocate and initialize the 
shared memory structure. 
3.1.1.3 VDYN_Mgr - Vehicle Dynamics Manager 
This manager implements the real-time dynamics of the vehicle to be simulated. The 
IG_Mgr maintains the current frame rate of the system and updates the VDYN_Mgr on 
those frame rate boundaries (or some multiple thereof, if the vehicle dynamics model 
needs to run faster), and passes the time step (L',t) through the upda£eO method. The 
VDYN_Mgr implements its own objects for such functions as modeling different 
subsystems or controlling articulated parts of the vehicle (e.g. , a bulldozer blade or the 
AVLB bridging mechanism). 
3.1.1.4 ENV _Mgr - Environment Manager 
The Environment Manager handles the elevation, slope, and other terrain property queries 
for the Vehicle Dynamics Manager. Terrain property queries related to the terrain 
geometry involve intersection testing with the Performer geometry scene. These return the 
Z-values and normal vectors for the given vehicle contact points. This information is used 
by the VDYN_Mgr for terrain following. The ENV _Mgr also provides the capability to 
query for the underlying soil properties of the terrain at the same contact points. The DT 
generator, though not connected with the ENV _Mgr, produces all the polygons on the 
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terrain geometry scene. 
3.1.1.5 ENT_Mgr - Entity Manager 
This manager communicates with the BY Entity Manager object 
(ESERY _EntityManager) as shown in Figure II and Figure 12. The ENT_Mgr is 
responsible for handling all Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) Protocol Description 
Units (PDUs) received from the network [IST93a, IST93b]. It maintains a li st of the 
currently active en tities and generates their visual geometry for display by the IG_Mgr. It 
communicates with a separate process, Entity Services, which provides dead reckoning of 
the entities and their articulated parts. As shown in Figure 12, the DIP process served the 
role of Entity Services in Bwanavision for the version of BY developed for the Naval 
Training Systems Center [Buckley93]. The BY Entity Manager also provides the 
capability to send out ownship entity state PDUs for the host vehicle. 
The EncMgr also receives packets from the net other than Entity State PDUs, such as 
Detonation, Detach/Attach (new PDUs created for the bridging vehicle), and Fire PDUs. 
For Detonation PDUs, the Ent_Mgr instantiates a new explosion object to create a visual 
explosion in the IG. This object handles its own display through Performer pre-draw and 
post-draw function callbacks. When the explosion is fini shed, the object resets itself to 
initialization state and therefore no longer sends draw commands to the active 
visualization window. For more information on BY, function callbacks, or Performer, 
please refer to the respective manuals [Buckley93, SGI92a, SGI92b]. 
All dynamic terrain PDUs are passed along a separate ethernet port. This allows a system 
without Dynamic Terrain capability to operate within the DT Testbed provided that it does 
not need to visualize tbe changing terrain . The DT generator process, from BY, receives 
these packets and incorporates any changes in the terrain scene directly by creating or 
destroying terrain polygons. No internal object of the TYS ever receives dynamic terrain 
changes. In fact, the TYS will not even be aware of these changes as the DT generator 
modifies the geometry scene directly. 
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3.1.1.6 GUCMgr - Graphical User Interface Manager 
The GUI_Mgr is responsible for all communication between the application and the user 
(i.e., the vehicle driver). This interface is implemented with the aid of FORMS. FORMS is 
an API written for SGI workstations which allows for easy definition of a graphical user 
interface (GUI) [Overmars9 Ij . This includes the ability to define methods to receive input 
from the GUI and to display output from the application through the GUI. The interface 
can receive input from either the mouse, keyboard or both. It also provides centralized 
keyboard bindings to tie key strokes in the IG visualization wi ndow to the same 
commands in the GUI window. That is, when a key is pressed when the cursor is in the IG 
visuali zation window, it will perform the same function as if pressed in whi le the cursor is 
in the GUI portion of the window. Wherever a key is read from the queue, the IG_Mgr 
command pipe is sent the corresponding command . Most of the keyboard conm1ands 
reference IG_Mgr specific functions. 
3.1.2 Communication Between Modules 
To reduce the amount of dependency between the manager objects and allow easy 
extensibility, additional objects were created to pass large amounts of data between the 
managers as well as flex ible methods to pass commands between the managers. These 
new objects include a Soil Sample object, a Vehicle State object, and a Vehicle Controls 
object. The methods referred to are implemented through command pipes. These methods 
and objects are described in the following sections. 
3.1.2.1 Soil Samples 
To transfer different types of terrain queries between the ENV _Mgr and the VDYN_Mgr, 
a soil sample object was designed. This object encapsulates the necessary data for 
intersection points, elevations, surface normals, and soil properties. 
filled-in soil 
sample objects 
array of soil 
sample objects 
FIGURE 13: Soil_Sample Passing 
Figure 13 shows the use of the Soil_Sample object. The array of Soil_Sample objects is 
created in the VDYN_Mgr and passed to the ENV _Mgr. The Env _Mgr then fill s the soil 
sample array with the requested properties. However, thi s array can never go beyond the 
maxjmum number of soil samples set in the ENV _Mgr at initialization of the ENV _Mgr. 
The VDYN_Mgr, just before calling the soi l query functions , must supply the world 
coordinate positions of the segments for intersection and their correspondjng normalized 
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direction vectors (i.e., the soi l sample locations) . For more information on this interaction, 
please refer to the sections on the ENV _Mgr and the VDYN_Mgr. 
3.1.2.2 Vehicle State 
A hierarchy of objects was created for passing the current vehicle state between the 
VDYN_Mgr, IG_Mgr, and the GUCMgr as shown in Figure 14. It consists of a top-level 
object with the basic vehicle state, such as position, velocity, acceleration, and other 
variables defined by the Vehicle Dynamics manager. From the Veh_State object, a set of 
sub-classes are defined to supply additional state information for specific vehicle types 
supported by the TVS. Due to polymorphism (a property of object oriented languages) , 
these derived objects inherit all of the variables and methods of the parent Vehicle State 
object. Currently, the vehicle types supported are the AVLB and the M9 bulldozer armored 
utility vehicles. Additional state information for the AVLB would include hinge angles of 
the deployable folding bridge as well as rotational rates. 
Vehicle Controls 
...:V~D~YN.:_::M:!g~r~-::-_--;vehi c lc speed 
Vehicle Smte 
FIGURE 14: Vehicle State and Vehicle Controls Passing 
3.1.2.3 Veh_ Cntrls - Vehicle Controls 
To transfer control information from the GUCMgr to the VDYN_Mgr (see Figure 14), the 
Veh_ Cntrls class was created. This class handles such information as the steering comrols, 
braking, and transmission con trol s. More specific vehicle functions are passed through a 
sub-class of Veh_Cntrls, to either the AVLB or the M9. This hierarchical structure is 
similar to the vehicle state objec ts. 
3.1.2.4 Command Pipes 
To facilitate the passing of commands between the managers that would allow for 
extensions of number and type of commands, the pipe function provided by the UNIX 
standard libraries was used. For more information, on the pipe function see pipe in the C 
reference manual, from the header fi le ullisrd.h. The UNIX manual pages describe "pipe" 
as: 
... pip e c r ea t es an 1 /0 me chanism call e d a p ipe and returns 
t wo f ile d esc r iptor s, fi l des[OJ a n d f ildes[lJ . 
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Fildes[O J is opened for reading and fi ldes[l J is 
opened for wri ting . 
Up to PIPE_BUF (defined in limits . h) are guaranteed to be 
written atomically. Up to PIPE_MAX (defined in 
limits . h) bytes of data are buffered by the pipe 
before the writing process is blocked . A read only 
file descriptor fildes[OJ accesses the data written to 
fildes[lJ on a first-in-first-out (F IFO) basis . ' 
A command pipe is created for each simulation manager which needs to communicate 
with another manager. The managers which use pipes are the IG_Mgr, GUI_Mgr, 
VDYN_Mgr, and ENV _Mgr. Using this method, any manager can communicate (send 
commands) with any other manager 's command pipe, without worrying about 
inaccessible process or object space. The commands will then be handled by the 
appropriate object manager when that manager gets updated. For example, when the 
GUI_Mgr receives a command to turn on fog , it writes a "fog on" command to the 
IG_Mgr's input command pipe (i.e., the read file ), which the IG_Mgr will process on the 
next frame update. If necessary, the IG_Mgr could transfer commands to another manager, 
such as responding to the GUI_Mgr if a command was not processed (e.g., due to an error 
condition) to allow the GUCMgr to reflect the correct status of the system to the user. 
The conunand pipe structure aids in parallelization in the future. In theory, each manager 
may reside in a completely separate process. Otherwise, there needs to exist some method 
with which to communicate between these managers that does not rely on data access (i.e, 
global memory). Another method to communicate is shared memory, but this would 
become difficult after many commands have been sent between all the managers. Also, it 
may get backlogged, creating more problems such as running out of command space, if 
the programmer were not to account for a large backlog. 
3.1.3 Communications with the DIS Network 
The Entity Services interface program reads all DIS PDUs from the network related to 
entity activities. This is a stand alone process which runs in parallel with the TVS. 
However, Entity Services (ESERV) also possesses the ability to communicate with other 
processes on the same machine. For example, the AVLB Bridge DTR needs access to 
ESERV as well as the TVS . We can therefore run both programs on the same machine, 
with the ESERV running to provide them with PDU info rmation. It is a charac terist ic of 
UNIX workstations that more than one program cannot bind to the same ethernet port. 
Therefore, only one program can accept information from the DIS network. This 
constitutes a principle reason that ESERV was created [VSL94]. 
ESERV provides enhanced capability and flexibility to the subscribing programs. The 
functions offered include remote entity approximation of ghost entities and dead 
reckoning of articulated parts. Therefore, this functionality need not be repeated per 
application, but only per processor or network node (see Figure 15). Furthennore, with 
I . Man page on PIPE(2) from Silicon Graphics. Inc. IRlX Release 4.0.5 
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this service being provided on each processor/node, the applications have the fl ex ibility of 
moving to any node where the processor can accommodate the load of that panicular 
application. Entity Services is detailed further in upcoming documentation and is part of 
the DT Testbed development [VSL94]. 
ESIG Host 
Visualizer 
enl ity pori DIS 
Bridge DTR 
FIGURE 15: Multiple frocesses Attached to Entity Services on a Single Machine 
Because the Bridge DTR and the TVS are separate processes, they need to either 
communicate via shared memory, file, or some other method. The constraint to run both of 
these processes on the same machine appeared unreasonable since both may be processor 
intensive. Therefore, a different method for communication was chosen, namely by using 
a new DIS PDU called the Attach/Detach POU. This POU alerts other nodes on the net 
that a removable, articulated part (e.g. , the bridge of the Armored Vehicle Launched 
Bridge) has been attached or detached from the entity sending the PDU. The actual format 
of the AttachlDetach PDU is not specific to the AVLB bridge, so it may be used for other 
entities which have removable, articulated parts. The fo llowing section of code is 
extracted from the Entity Services program. It shows the attach PDU as defined on our SG 
machines. 
typedef st r uct { 
PDUHeader header; 
u_cha r i SAttach; II if TRU E, attach -- if FALSE, detach 
EntityID3 attachER_ID; II attachER becomes a child 
EntityID3 attachEE_ ID; II of attachEE 
double worldX, worldY, worldZ; 
float h, p , r; 
float entityX, entityY, enti tyZi 
u_ char numParts ; 
ArtMsg articulatedParts[MAX_ART_PARTSJ; 
} AttachMsg; 
The Bridge OTR utilizes the AttachlDetach PDU in the manner described below. When 
the Bridge DTR receives a Detach PDU, it creates its own bridge entity and it is given the 
entity ID from the PDU information to use for this new bridge. The PDU is sent out by the 
TVS . The Bridge DTR now sends out the bridge entity state PDUs and treats it like any 
other entity on the network. Also, the TVS knows to deactivate its bridge's vi sual model 
and bridge dynamics and to load the new visual model of the detached bridge when it 
receives the first bridge entity state PDU. Therefore, the bridge is now treated like any 
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other entity on the network. The AVLB can now react to its own bridge and to any 
deployed bridge in the same manner. It can, for instance, attach its tongue cylinder to 
another AVLB's bridge, as well as drive over it. 
3.1.4 Communications with the Dynamic Terrain Testbed 
Communications with the Dynamic Terrain Testbed occurs within the BV dynamic terrain 
manager object (DTMObj). The IG Manager initializes this object. The DTMObj forks a 
process which binds itself to the correct port for dynamic terrain ethernet traffi c. The 
Database Services program, similar to Entity Services, but obviously for dynamic terrain, 
is not used by the DTMObj.Instead, a customized version of the database services code is 
included within it. This code was adapted to accommodate the high performance and 
frame synch ronization requirements for Bwana Vision. Therefore, the DTMObj reads DT 
PDUs directly from the network via the dynamic terrain port specific in the configuration 
file. 
In the future, the DTMObj will be modified to use a separate copy of the Database 
Services. This will allow for other process which need access to dynamic terrain to run on 
the same machine. Please refer to BV documentation for more information on the 
DTMObj . 
3.2 TVS Detailed Software Design 
3.2.1 Data Transfer Objects 
3.2.1.1 Veh_State - Vehicle State Object 
The Vehicle State object contains general information such as acceleration, velocity, and 
normal vector. These attributes are common to all land-based entities and, as such, are 
kept in the top-level object of the hierarchy. 
Here is an overview of the variables (i.e., attributes) contained in each Vehicle State 
object: 
• world position - from the world origin to the bottom center of the veh icle 
• normal vector - as it rest on the terrain 
• direction vector (normalized) - for the front of the vehicle 
• velocity vector - meters ~er second (mls) 
• acceleration vector - m/s 
• speed - mls 
• orientation (heading, pitch, roll) - degrees 
The following is a li st of the public methods in the Vehicle State object. These methods 
either set or read an attribute of the vehicle state. A method not prefixed by "set_" is a read 
method. In some instances, more than one method will be provided to do a set or read. 
Typically, this allows a calling routine or object to extract or provide data in multiple 
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fonns (e.g., radians or degrees, vector components or vector object). For most of the 
methods, the name of the method describes its function . Where the funct ion is not 
obvious, a description is provided. The methods are as follows: 
void set-posi tion(f loat x, float y, float z) ; 
void set-position(floatVector in-posit i on); 
floatVector position!) ; 
void set_normal(float x, float y, float z ) ; 
v o id set_normal(floatVector in_normal); 
floa t Vector normal!); 
void set_direct i on!float x, float y, float z); 
void set_ direct i on(floatVector in_direction) ; 
floatVector direction!); 
void set_speed!float in_speed) ; 
float speed(); 
void set_velocity(float x, float y, float z); 
void set_ velocity(floatVector in_velocity) i 
floatVector velocity!); 
void set_ accele r ation!float x, float y, float z); 
void set_acce l eration(floatVector in_accel); 
floatVector acceleration(); 
void set_ o rientation_ in_radians(float in_heading, float 
in-p i tch , floa t .in_ roll); 
void set_ heading_radians(f l oa t in_heading); 
void set-pitch_radians !floa t in __ oitch); 
void set_ rol l_radians!float i n_rol l ) ; 
float heading_radians!); 
float pitch_radians!) ; 
f l oat r oll_r adians!) ; 
void se t_orientation_in_degrees (float in_heading, float 
i n-pitch , float in_ro ll ) ; 
void set_ heading_degrees(float in_heading) ; 
void set-pitch_degrees!float in-pitch ) ; 
vo id set_roll_degrees(float in_ro l l); 
float heading_degrees() ; 
float pitch_degrees(); 
float r ol l_degrees( ) ; 
The following set of methods define the current viewing posi tions for the user interface: 
floatVector front _ view-position(); 
floatVector left_ view-position(); 
floatVector right_view-position(); 
floa tVector rear_ view-position(); 
floatVector front_view_direct ion () ; 
floatVector left_vi ew_ direction(); 
floatVector right_view_direction(); 
f loatVe ctor rear_ view_direction(); 
The following set of methods are used to manipulate status flags to determine when the 
vehicle has moved ("pos ition_changed"), a part of the vehicle has moved 
("components_changed"), if terrain effects on the vehicle are to be considered 
("mobility"), or debugging statements are to be printed ("printOn"): 
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LogicalType position_changed(); 
void set-posit ion_ changed(); 
void clr-position_changed(); 
Log i calType components_ changed() ; 
void set_ components_changed(); 
void clr_components_ changed(); 
LogicalType mobility(); 
void set_mobility() ; 
void cl r_mobility () ; 
void printOn ( ) ; 
3.2.1.2 AVLB State Object 
The AVLB state object contains more specific information such as the transmission state 
and bridging state of all three bridging components. This object is a child of Veh_State and 
inherits attributes and methods from its parent. This means that AVLB_State has full 
access to all private and public members of Veh_State. 
Here is an overview of the variables (i.e., attributes) contained in each AVLB State object: 
• bridge component angles - degrees 
• bridge attached flag - true if the bridge is still attached to the AVLB 
• bridge locked flag - true if the locking pins are engaged on the tongue cylinder 
• clutch engaged flag - true if the clutch has been engaged 
• park locked flag - true if the park lock lever has been pulled 
• bridge destroyed flag - true if the bridge has been destroyed, independent of the AVLB 
itself 
• bridge direction vector - normalized alignment vector for the detached bridge; thi s is 
useful when trying to re-attach 
• tongue direction vector - alignment vector for the tongue cylinder; thi s is also used 
when trying to re-attach 
• bridge component angular velocity - radians per second (r/s) 
• bridge position and orientation - th is is only used when the bridge is a separate entity 
The following is a li st of the public methods in the A VLB State object. The first set of 
methods either set or read an angle of the joints used to attach the bridge to the AVLB . A 
method not prefixed by "set_" is a read method . In some instances, more than one method 
will be provided to do a set or read. Typically, thi s allows a calling routine or object to 
extract or provide data in multiple forms (e .g., radians or degrees, vector components or 
vector object): 
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void set_ overhead_angle_degrees{float in_outri9_ang 1e) ; 
void set_ overhead_angle_radians(float in_outri9_angle); 
float over head_ angle_degrees(); 
float overhead_ angle_radians() ; 
void set_tongue_angle_degrees(float in_ tongue_ angle); 
void set_tongue_ angle_ radians(float i n_tongue_angle); 
float tongue_ang le_degrees() ; 
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void set_ scissor_angle_degrees(float in_scissor_angle}; 
void set_scissor_angl e_ radians(float in_scissor_angle); 
float scissor_angl e _degrees(); 
float sc i ssor_ang le_ radians(); 
void set_ overhead_angle_rate_degrees(float 
in_outri9_angle_rate}; 
void set_ overhead_angle_rate_radians(float 
in_ outri9_ angle_rate); 
float overhead_angle_rate_degrees(); 
float overhead_angle_rate_radians(); 
void set_ tongue_angle_rate_degrees(float 
in_ tongue_ angle_rate ) ; 
void set_tongue_angle_rate_radians(float 
in_tongue_angle_ra t e); 
float tongue_ang l e_rate_de gree s ( ); 
f loat tongue_angle_rate_radians( ); 
v oid set_scissor_ang l e_r ate_degre es ( float 
in_scissor_angle_rate l ; 
void set_scissor_angl€_rate_radi ans( float 
in_scissor_ angle_rate); 
float scissor_ angle_rate_degrees (); 
float scissor_ angle_rate_radians (); 
The following methods manipulate state flags used in attaching the bridge, controlling 
other vehicle systems relevant to AVLB Bridge operation (i.e., clutch or parking brake), or 
determining if joint angles should change from operator inputs: 
void set_bridge_ attached(); 
void c lr_bridge_attached() ; 
LogicalType bridge_attached(); 
void set_br idge_Iocked() ; 
void clr_bri dge_ locked(); 
LogicalType bridge_Iocked(); 
void set_clutch_enyaged() ; 
void clr_ clutch_ engaged() ; 
LogicalType clutch_engaged() ; 
void set-park_Iocked(); 
vo id clr-park_locked(); 
LogicalType park_Iocked() ; 
void set_ overhead_ changed ( ) ; 
void clr_overhead_changed() ; 
LogicalType overhead_changed(); 
void set_tongue_ scissor_ changed(); 
void clr_ tongue_scissor_ changed(); 
LogicalType tongue_ scissor_changed(); 




void clr_ bridge_destroyed(); 
LogicalType bridge_destroyed( ) ; 
floatVector locking-point(); 
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floatVector lockon_two_center(); 
float lockon_ o ne_rad i us(); 
float lockon_ two_ radius(); 
void set_locking-point(float x, float y , float z); 
void set_lockon_one_ center(float x , float y, float z); 
void set_lockon_ two_ center(float x, float y, float z); 
void set_ lockon_one_ radius{float r) ; 
void set_ lockon_ t wo_radius(float r) ; 
floatVector bridge_direction(); 
void set_bridge_direction (float x, fl oat y, float z) ; 
floatVector tongue_direction(); 
void set_tongue_direction{float x, float y, float z); 
floatVector fulcrum_rotati on() ; 
void set_fulcrum_ rotati on(floa t x, float y, float z) ; 
floatVector bridgel_rotation() ; 
void set_bridgel_ r otation(floa t x, float y, float z); 
floatVec tor bridge2_ rotation() ; 
void set_ bridge2_rota tion(float x, float y, float z); 
void set_bridge_orientation( float h, float p, float r ) ; 
vo i d set_br idge-position( float x, f l oat y, float z ) ; 
floatVector get_bridge_orientation( void ); 
floatVecto r get_bridge-position( void ) ; 
void printOn(); 
• prints debugging information 
3.2.1.3 Veh_Cntrl - Vehicle Controls Object 
This object reads inputs from the GUCMgr, translates these inputs into control values, and 
then transfers the control values to the VDYN_Mgr. 
Here is an overview of the variables (i.e., attributes) contained in each vehicle controls 
object: 
• transmission controls - park, neutral, low, high, reverse 
• accelerator value - application spec ific range 
• brake pedal value - application specific range 
• steering value - application specific range 
The translation of user input values into vehicle control values is an approach to decouple 
the dependency of the VDYN_Mgr from the GUI_Mgr by specifying these dependencies 
in a separate object. Where the phrase "application specific range" appears , the 
programmer must define the lower and upper bound values for the control mechanisms. A 
minimum and maximum value must be given for both the GUCMgr and the VDYN_Mgr. 
For example, the TVS defines the GUr accelerator values as 0.0 to 5.0 and the vehicle 
dynamics accelerator values according to vehicle specifications. This object performs the 
translation of values from the GUI to values within ranges anticipated by the vehicle 
dynamics model when its methods are accessed. 
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!wing is a list of the public methods in the Vehicle Controls object: 
rid se t_GUI_ranges(float accel_min, float accel_max, float brake_min, float brake_max, float steer_min, float steer_ max) ; 
I . Sets the ran ge of values the GUI_Mgr expects to read and write 
void set_ VDYN_ranges(float accel_min, float accel_max, float 
brake_min, float brake_max, float steer_min, float 
I 
• Sets the range of va lues the VDYN_Mgr expects to read and write 
IWing methods ei ther read the vehicle controls or set them to a new value. These 
life accelerator, brakes, steering, and transmission: 
'lid set_accel_rate{float acee l rate); 
float accel_rate () ; 





r oat minimum_aecel(); 
floa t minimum_brakes{}; 
l id turn(float steering_ angle); id go_ straight(); 
float steering-position(); 
l id shift_to-park(); id shift_to_neutral( ) ; 
void shift_to_low(); 
l
id shift_ to_high(); 
id shift_to_ reverse(}; 
ransmissionType in_gear(); 
I





void printOn ( ) ; 
I . Output debugging information 
I VLB_Cntrls - AVLB Controls Object , B Controls object contains information speci fi c to the AVLB while perfonning 
I 
type of funcionali ty as the Vehicle Controls object. This object is a child of 
I and inherits auributes and methods from its parent. 
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• sc issor cylinder lever - describes the state of thi s cylinder (BridgeCntrIType) 
• tongue cylinder lever - describes the state of this cylinder (BridgeCntrlType) 
• overhead cylinder lever - describes the state of thi s cylinder (BridgeCntrIType) 
• ejection lever - true if the bridge has been ejected 
• locking pins state - describes the current state of the locking pins lever 
The type for the cylinder levers is defined as the following: 
typedef enum BridgeCntrlType ( EXTEND, CONTRACT, STOP); 
The following is a list of the public methods in the AVLB Controls object. These methods 
control bridge deployment mechanisms and are self explanatory : 
void extend_ scissor_ cyldr( ) ; 
void contract_ scissor_cyldr (} ; 
void stop_scissor_ cyldr( ) ; 
BridgeCntrlType get_scissor_cyldr_state() ; 
void extend_tongue_cyldr(); 
void contract_tongue_cyldr() ; 
void stop_ tongue_cyldr() ; 
BridgeCnt rlType get_tongue_cyldr_state() ; 
void extend_ overhead_cyldr() ; 
void contract_overhead_cyldr(); 
void stop_overhead_ cyldr (); 
BridgeCntrlType get_overhead_cyldr_state(); 
void e j ect() ; 
int get_eject(); 
void extend_lock-pins(); 
void contract_ loCK-pi ns(); 
BridgeCntrlType get_lock-pins_state(); 
void printOn ( I ; 
• Output debugging information 
3.2.1.5 Soil Sample Object 
The Soil Sample object was developed to decouple the dependency of the Vehicle 
Dynamics Manager on the Environment Manger. It was realized early in the design that 
vehicle dynamics simulations such as TVS may have to support different models for 
terrain-vehicle interaction. It was also realized that these different models would require 
different types of soil properties. Therefore, it was decided to define a Soil Sample object 
that could be used to query the Environment Manager for soil properties instead of 
defining separate methods within the Environment Manager to extract these properties. 
This would reduce the amount of modifications required should a different terrain-vehicle 
interaction model be used. 
The Soil Sample object contains the following attributes: 
• cohesion of terrain soil (pressure) 
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• angle of shearing resistance (frictional property) 
• bulk modulus of soil (length) 
• cohesive modulus of deformation 
• frictional modulus of deformation 
• exponent of soil deformation 
• surface normal - float Vector 
• soil sample location - world coordinates 
• valid flag - true if the intersection point for this soil sample was found 
• intersection mask - contains the value for the intersection polygon, describing terrain, 
vehicle, or anything else 
The following is a list of the public methods in the Soil Sample object. The first set of 
methods are used to set or read the sample location: 
void take_at (f loat x, float y, float z) ; 
void take_at(float x , float y) ; 
float K () ; 
float y () ; 
float z () ; 
fl oa tVeeto r xyz (l; 
The following set of methods are used to set or read the elevation at the sample location or 
the surface normal and its components (snx, sny, snz): 
void set_elev_n_surf_ norm(float i n_elev, float 
in_sur f_norm_x,f l oat in_surf _ norm-y,float 
in_surf_norrn_ zl; 
v oid set_ elev_n_surf_ norrn(float in_ elev , floatVector 
in_surf_normall; 
float e lev () ; 
floatVector s urf_norm(); 
void set_surf_ normlfloat x, float y, float z ) ; 
float s nx I) ; 
float snyl) ; 
float s nz I I; 
The next set of methods sets or reads the so il properties used in the mobility calculations: 
void set_ soil-pr opert ies(float in_c , float in-phi, float 
in_K, float in_Ke, float i n_Kphi , float in_nl ; 
float e(l ; 
float phi I I ; 
float KI I ; 
floa t Ke I) ; 
float Kphi I) ; 
float nl ) ; 
The following methods are used to determine if valid soil properties are present in the so il 
sample object: 
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void set_ valid(); 
vo id c lr_valid() ; 
LogicalType get_valid(); 
void printOn () ; 
• Outputs d ebugging infonnation 
3.2.1.6 floatVector Object 
Final Report : Mobility Acros." Dynamic Terrain 
The float Vector object is used for three dimensional vector information. The surface 
normal, vehicle position, and other data are transferred via thi s vector object. 
It was designed using a generic three-tuple header and source file . The specific variables in 
float Vector are macro defined into their respective names of x, y,z in the header file. The 
source file merely includes the definitions of the header file and the completely generic 
three-tuple source code. Macro instantiation for the three-tuple data type was used because 
our current version of c++ does not support templates, an easier name substitut ion 
method. 
The following is a li st of the public methods in the f1 oatVector object. These methods are 
used to define basic vector operations: 
void set (a 3TUPLE_ DATA_TYPE* ); 
void set (a3TUPLE_ DATA_TYPE, a3TUPLE_DATA_TYPE . 
a3TUPLE_DATA_TYPE) ; 
void set (a3TUPLE_AGGREGATE_STRUCT&); 
a3TUPLE_DATA_TYPE a3TUPLE_ELEM_l_NA~E(); 
a3TUPLE_DATA_TYPE a3TUPLE_ELEM_2_NAME(); 
a3TUPLE_DATA_TYPE a3 TU PLE_ ELEM_3_ NAME(); 
a3TUPLE_AGGREGATE_STRUCT get(); 
NAME& operator=(NAME) ; 
short operator == (NAME ); 
void o~erator += (NAME ) ; 
void operator -= (NAME ) ; 
void operator *= (a3TUPLE_DATA_TYPE ) ; 
NAME opera tor + (NAME ) ; 
NAME operator - (NAME ) ; 
a3TUPLE_ DATA_ TYPE magni tude(); 
void printOn ( ) ; 
a3TUPLE_DATA_ TYPE *returnValues(); 
Macro substitu tion, as explained earlier, is used for the definition of this object. The file 
floatVector.h++ contains the macro defines for the above names which are included from 
the generic header file, 3Tuple. gh++. 
3.2.2 Simulation Manager (Sim_Mgr) Object 
For a li st of all attributes and methods, please refer to the source code header fi le 
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Sim_Mgr.h++. The primary methods for this object are described below. 
As stated previously, the Simulation Manager controls the simulation. Its responsibilities 
include initialization and deletion of the other managers and error handling. During 
initialization, the Sim_Mgr performs the following functions: 
• creates and initializes the Veh_State, Veh_Cntrls, GUI_Mgr, ENV _Mgr, VDYN_Mgr, 
IG_Mgr, and Ent_Mgr 
• sets non-blocking terminal 110 
• catch AC and control-break from keyboard 
• disable screen savers 
If the user has super-user privileges, then the following steps are al so executed: 
• turn on the fast timer 
• Move clock to processor 0 
• Run-on Processor 0 
• Restrict Processor I for the draw process 
• Isolate Processor I for the draw process 
• lock the whole process (data and text) into memory 
For error handling, the Sim_Mgr offers the capability of a debug function and an error 
function . The prototypes for the two functions are as follows: 
void debug (char *class_narne , char *method_narne, char 
*debug_ffisg, ... ) ; 
void error (char *class_name, char *method_name, char 
*error_ msg, . . . ); 
Both functions will print an error message. errorO will, however, exit the simulation and 
properly close down all managers. It will exit the program directly through the standard 
function exitO. The debugO method, returns control to the calling object. An object class 
name and the method name from which debugO or errorO were called may be supplied. 
These names will precede the error message. 
The following is a list of the public methods in the Sim_Mgr object. The names of the 
methods describe their function: 
void hide_GUI_Mgr(); 
void show_ GUI_Mgr(); 
LogicalType get_GUI_Mgr_status(); 
void initialize_simulation(int vehicle_model, float 
initial_vehicl€_x-pos, float initial_vehicle_Y-po s, 
float initial_vehicle_heading, short site, short host, 
short entity); 
v oid run_ simulation( ) ; 
void scop ( ) ; 
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void printOn () ; 
void debug (char *class_name, char *method_name, char 
*debug_ffisg, ... ); 
void error(char *class_ name, char *method_name , char 
*error_msg, ... ); 
3.2.3 Image Generator Manager (IG_Mgr) Object 
For a li st of all attributes and methods, please refer to the source code header file 
IO_Mgr.h++. The primary methods for this object are described below. 
The 10 Manager constructor initializes Performer, shared memory, the object command 
pipes, and multi-processing functionality, if available. Because other managers may need 
to use the shared memory space, especially the command pipe structures, the IG_Mgr 
should be created before all other managers, except for the Vehicle State and Vehicle 
Dynamics objects. Pointers to these objects are passed to the IG_Mgr. At the very least, 
these two objects should not try to use shared memory until their initialization functions 
(not the same as the constructors) are called. Every object should have the method 
inilializeO· 
The destructor, of course, merely frees the shared memory space and then exits Performer. 
It is very important that the IG_Mgr be deleted last. When the Performer pfExitO function 
is called, it actually makes a call to the standard function exifO which will leave the 
simulation. Though this result may be desired, it may also be premature if the IG_Mgr is 
deleted before another object needs to execute its destructor. 
The IG_Mgr iniliali~eO function performs a great deal of work. It opens the window and 
initializes all the graphics hardware. It also constructs the default fog, lighting, and earth! 
sky models. (For more information on these models, please refer to the Performer manuals 
[SG192a, SOI92b]). The IG_Mgr loads the flight terrain database for the simulation. This 
is accomplished via a call to LoadFifO, a function provided by Software Systems, Inc. for 
IRIS Performer. If Dynamic Terrain is to be used, then the 1G instantiates the DTMObj. 
This object is fully detailed in Robert Buckley's Master's thesis on Bwanavision 
[Buckley93]. 
The updaleO method sets the current viewpoint and orientation and then starts scene 
traversal. The call to pfSyncO momentarily pauses the program until the next frame 
boundary. This will keep the simulation running at a specified frame rate, jf it is desired. 
Otherwise, it does not impair the speed of the simulation. The call to pfFrameO begins the 
culling of the scene geometry. Culling will remove any objects or polygons which lie 
outside the viewing frustum. The objects which are still to be drawn are then sent down 
the pipe to the draw process which renders the scene onto the channel (window) . This 
entire procedure is described more in depth in the Performer manuals [SGI92a, SG192b]. 
The draw process then modifies the current view position based on the vehicle state object. 
and the visual changes of the vehicle itself. This includes the position and orientation of 
the vehicle, and the angles at which the bridging mechanism or bulldozer blade has been 
rotated. upda/eO also calls the vehicle dynamics update function. 
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3.2.4 Vehicle Dynamics Manager (VDYN_Mgr) Object 
For a list of all attributes and methods, please refer to the source code header file 
VDYN_Mgr.h++. The primary methods for this object are described below. 
The Vehicle Dynamics Manager operates in two distinct ways. First, it is the managing 
object for all of the objects that actually simulate the vehicle (i.e ., those that control and 
simulate the vehicle's gross motion and part articulation). It calls these different objects as 
they are needed based on the current operating state of the vehicle. During dynamically 
correct simulation, it calls mobility and/or bridging. If only kinematic simulation is 
requested, it calls the kinematics object (which only simulates gross vehicle motion, no 
arti culations). When switching between dynamics and kinematics, it uses the data stored 
in the Vehicle State object to insure continuity of motion. 
The second task of the Vehicle Dynamics Manager is to simulate the workings of the 
internal components and systems of the vehicle (i.e., engine, transmission, steering, 
brakes, and hydraulics) . It does thi s for two reasons. For one, it keeps the two dynamics 
objects generic by taking advantage of how different types of internal components can run 
the same vehicular systems (i.e., different engines and transmissions may require very 
different models but the functionality of track driven vehicles remains the same). This 
approach al so allows the Vehicle Dynamics Manager to evaluate the current operating 
state of the vehicle. Because it 's running those systems and therefore directly interfacing 
with the dynamics models, it can select when to run either one or both of them. In 
addition, it allows the mobility button in the user interface (which turns the dynamics on 
and off) to work through the same interface as the vehicle controls. 
The controls interface is a direct command pipe between the Vehicle Dynamics Manager 
and the GUI Manager. This direct connection is how all of the changes to the controls get 
transmitted into the simulation of the vehicles engine, transmission, etcetera. Since it al so 
functions two ways, it allows the VDYN_Mgr to tell the GUI manager not to perform 
certain operations (e.g., preventing the transmission from shifting gears at the incorrect 
time or preventing the hydraulic clutch for the bridging system from engaging). It also 
allows for the dynamics input data to be sent along with the commands to simulate the 
vehicle. For the mobility object, the current speeds of the left and right drive sprockets are 
sent. The bridging object receives th l! pressure in the hydraulic cylinders. 
The following is a list of the public methods in the VDYN_Mgr object. Essentially, these 
methods initialize the VDYN_Mgr with vehicle-specific information and then update the 
dynamics every cycle of the simulation loop: 
void initiali ze() 
void update (float time_step) 
3.2.4.1 Mobility Object 
For a list of all attributes and methods, please refer to the source code header file 
Mobility.h++ and Trafficabi lity.h++. The primary methods for this object are described 
below. 
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The Mobility object evaluates all the dynamics' and trafficability equations for simulating 
the motion of the vehicle. It receives the current drive rotational speeds of the left and 
right side drive sprockets when called by the Vehicle Dynamics Manager. Using these and 
the current dynamic state of the vehicle, it processes the trafficability algorithms to 
determine what ground forces are transmitted through to the vehicle. 
For this implementation, two different Mobility objects were created. One objec t 
implemented the WES Mobility model and the second implemented the Bekker/Wong 
algorithms. The Bekker/Wong version is referred to as the Mobility object and uses the 
Modified Euler 's Method to predict the vehicle's motion. The WES-based mobility 
algorithms are implemented in the Trafficability object and uses a Runge-KUlta integration 
method. These two objects are essentially interchangeable at compile time. 
Environmental geometry and soil property data are retrieved from the Environment 
Manager object through the use of the Soil Sample object. The resultant motion of the 
vehicle is transmitted to the Vehicle State object for use by the rest of the simulation 
system. These interactions are shown in Figure 16 and are the same whether the Mobility 
or Trafficability object is used. 
The following is a list of the public methods in the Mobility object: 
vo id ini t ialize() 
v o id c onfigure () 
int simul at e (float time_step, f loat l ef t _tra ck_ s p eed, floa t 
right _track_sp eed) 
soiUterrai n queries ~--_-...o'" 
Control Inputs 
(Engine Torque,Heading) 
FIGURE 16: Object Interaction for Trafficability (Mobility) 
3.2.4.2 Trafficability Object 
The Trafficability object has a local state for the vehicle velocity, position , acceleration, 
and orientation. It has additional states for tracks. It also has methods to implement the 
track-soil dynamics along with the state and methods of a local soil object. This local Soil 
object has its own soi l structure and methods to manipulate the existing soil properties to 
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obtain the other soi l properties needed to calculate shear force, normal force, etc. The 
interaction of the Trafficability and Soil objects are shown in 
Soil Prop. 
.. Soil Object 
Normal Stress,Shear 
F IGURE 17: Interaction of Tl'affi cability a nd Soil Objects 
Some of the structure for the local states (i.e., attributes) in the TrafficabiLity object are as 
follows. 
• struct Vehicle_Param Curnt_ Veh_Param, *Veh_Param; 
• struct Vehicle_State Curnt_ Veh_State,*Global_ Veh_State; 
• struct Vehicle_State Tmp_ Veh_State, *Veh_State; 
• struct Track_Param Curnt_ Veh_Track_Param, *Track_Param; 
• struct Track_Obj Right_Track,Left_Track, *Right_ Wheel , *Left_ Wheel; 
The following are the private methods in the trafficability object. Descriptions of some of 
them are self explanatory whi le others are explained where necessary: 
May 2. 1994 
• Initializes some of the soil property constants into the local soil object. It is 
also used to initialize the analysis type, failure criterion. It is useful while 
running this model separately without CUI, IC support. Currently some of 
the soil property are obtained by querying the environment manager. 
• Initializes the vehicle specific parameters at start-up viz. Vehicle gross 
weight, grouser factor, track factor, bogie factor, clearance factor, engine 
factor, Transmission factor, Vehicle length, width, No of wheels, moment of 
inertia values, Integration scheme and integration step length. The 
configuration is read from an ascii text file called "Veh_Config". 
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pads, Track length, Track width, Track area and distance between the 
tracks. The track parameters are read at start-up from an ascii tex t file 
called "Track Param". 
• Initializes the vehicle state v iz. position, heading at start-up. 11,ese values 
are supplied by the VDYN_Mgr and initialized into the local vehicle sta te. 
• The local vehicle state aids in storing the vehicle s tate for multi s tep 
integrations or while rwming trafficability at a different frequency than the 
main program. 
• The wheel offsets are currently s tored here. 
float Vehicle_CII) ; 
• This method computes the Vehicle Cone index(VCI). 11us is calculated once 
w hen vehicle parameters are initialized. 
float Coeff_Roll_Resistance l float); 
• This has to be computed for earn track point in contact with soil and from 
where soil properties are taken. They depend on the soil type, VCI and Cl. 
float Find_Resultant_VelocitYI); 
• Finds the resul tant vehicle velocity. 
float Find_Inner_Track_VelocitYI) ; 
float Find_Outer_Track_ VelocitYI); 
float Find_Slip_Velocitylf l oat,float); 
float Find_Slip_Displacementlfloat, float, float) ; 
• Finds the shear d isplacement of the track point Wlder consideration. 
void Find_Mlnertia(vector * ); 
May 2, 1994 
• Finds the mass moment of inertia of the vehicle for dynamic equilibrium 
considerations. 
• Initializes the local soil class variables for each track point (currently under 
each wheel) with the soil property returned by the environment manager. 
Cone index and depth of penetration of the cone penetrometer should be 
available for this part of the implementation. Since they are not available 
currently in the datab"se they are calculated using the available soil 
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• This method computes the current position on the track where soil 
properties are required, based on the heading and position of the vehicle. 
Some of the public methods are as follows: 
void Run_Trafficabilicy ( float (]); 
• Returns the accelerations required by the integrator. Thi s calls the necessary 
methods to compute the slip. shear displacement and the other Class_Soilmcthods 
to obtain the shear and normal stresses. The equations of Illotion are also 
implemented here. 




• Updates the local vehic le states and computes the heading. 
void initialize(); 
• Initializes the local vehicle state with the ini tial vehicle position and heading 
void write_output() ; 
• The new position and heading of the vehicle is updated in the global veh icle 
structure. 
v o id S imulate(floa t, float , fl oat, float ) ; 
• The VDYN_Mgr invokes this method by providing with the time step, Left 
and Right sprocket speeds or the Left and Right shaft torques. The different 
mobility models could be chosen in the VDYN_Mgr by either call ing 
Class_Trafficability.Simulate or Class_Mobili ty.5imulate. This method calls 
RW1_Trafficability to compute the accelerations and then integra tes with 
either one of the integrators. It also calls Find_Normal_Vector and updates 
the local and global vehicle states. 
Psuedocode which outlines the use of the attributes and methods In the Trafficability 
object are shown in Figure 18. 
3.2.4.3 Soil Object 
The local soil object is defined in the class Class_Soil and the other attributes can be seen 
in the header file Class_Soil.h++. Some of the public methods described are as follows: 
float Rigidity_ Modulus(Class_ Soil_ Properties 
*So i l _Attributes) ; 
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• The rigidity modulus of the soil sample is computed using the cone index 
obtained and based on the void ratio for that soil type. 
float Apparen t_Rigidity_Modulus(Class_Soil_Properties 
· Soil_Attributes) ; 
• The Apparent rigidity modulus is the modified rigidity modulus taking into 
account the surface effects. 
• The cone index is recomputed using the apparent rigidity mod ulus and 
other soil parameters. These relations are developed by WES [WES 86J. The 
cone index measured gives a higher estimate than the one recomputed 
here. 
f loat Normal_Stress(float,int,Track_Pararn 
*Trk_ Pa ram, Vehicle_State *Veh_State. 
Vehicle_Param *Veh_Param); 
• The normal stress is calculated using the contributions due to weight and 
inertia terms. 
void Shear_Stress(float, float, float,int,float,Track_Param 
*Trk_Pararn, 
Vehic l e_Param · Veh_ Param,float [21 ,Class_Soil_Properties 
· Soil_Prop) ; 
• The shear stress is calculated using the normal stress , shear deformation, 
rigidity modulus and other terms. 
The pseudocode for the implementation of the above routines is shown in Figure 18. 
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Simulate (Inner shaft speed, Outer shaft speed) 
fo reach L'l.t 
use RK4,Euler (integrators) 10 
J acceleration -




fo reach track 
fo reach point_on_track 
read_soil_Property 








Find_ Tracti ve_Force 
Find_Normal_Force 
F ind_Acceleration 
Find_Nomlal_ Vector (to obtain new position 10 pick soil sOli/pie) 
Write_Output (post the new Pos. , Oriel1lation) 
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3.2.4.4 Bridging Object 
For a li st of all attributes and methods, please refe r to the source code header fi le 
Bridging.h++. The primary methods for this objec t are described below. 
The Bridging object evaluates all of the dynamics and ground contact equations fo r 
simulating the articulation of the bridging system components. It receives the cun'ent 
pressures in the hydraulic systems and uses them and the bridge's current state to 
dynamically predict the motion of the bridge components. It does this in one of three 
different modes, one for each of the major operations that the AVLB undergoes when 
deploying and retrieving bridges (see Figure 5). It also models the detachment and 
reattachment of the bridge from the launcher. 
Environmental geometry and soi l property data are retrieved from the Environment 
Manager object through the use of the Soil Sample object. The resul tant motion of the 
bridge components is transmitted to the Vehicle State object for use by the rest of the 
simulation system. Attachment and detachment messages are sent directly to the Entity 
Manager. 
The fo llowing is a li st of the public methods in the Bridging object. The method names 
describe their function: 
void init ial i ze() 
vo i d conf i gure() 
int simulate_ overhead (f l oa t time_ step , f l oat tongue_lever) 
int s imula te_ tongue_n_ sc i s s o r (float time_ step , float 
tongue_le v er . fl oa t s ci ssor_ lever) 
v o id d e t ach_br idge() 
i n t simula t€_ t o ngu €_n_overhea d (float t i me_step , float 
tongue_lever . float overhead_lever) 
void r e a t t ach_b ridge!) 
3.2.4.5 Kinematics Object 
For a list of all attributes and methods, please refer to the source code header fi Ie 
Kinematics .h++. The primary methods for this object are described below. 
The Kinematics object is a very simplified version of the Mobility object. It exists so that 
comparisons can be made between the vehicle's behavior with and without considerations 
of mobility. It functions with the same interfaces but does not consider Newtonian physics 
or the properties and slope of the underlying terrai n. 
Environmental geometry is retri eved from the Environment Manager object through the 
lise of the Soil Sample object. The resultant motion of the vehicle is transmitted to the 
Vehicle State object for use by the rest of the simu lation system. 
The following is a list of the public methods in the Kinematics object: 
void i nit ial i ze () 
void configur e() 
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int s imulate ( fl oa t time_step, float lef t _trac k_speed, f l oat 
r ight_trac k_speed) 
3.2.5 Graphical User Interface Manager (GUCMgr) Object 
For a li st of all attributes and methods, please refer to the source header file 
GUCMgr.h++. The primary methods for this object are described below. 
The GUI object constructor initializes the FORMS interface, creating all FORMS objects 
to be used during the simulation. Keyboard keys are, queued for later processing by the 
IG_Mgr. Only the draw process, that process which opened the graphics window, has the 
ability to read the queue. Although the GUI has indeed opened a window, it may not be 
able to access any keyboard events in the IG window. Therefore, we leave all keyboard 
processing to the IG. 
The GUI inilia/izcO function is currently empty because all initialization is accomplished 
in the constructor. 
As expected, the destructor hides the visual interface and frees all the memory consumed 
by the FORMS objects. This function closes the control panel window. 
3.2.6 Environment Manager (ENV _Mgr) Object 
For a list of all attributes and methods, please refer to the source code header file 
ENV _Mgr.h++. The primary methods for this object are described below. 
The ENV _Mgr performs terrain following by intersection with the Performer geometry 
scene. This is possible whether or not the scene geometry was loaded from a Flight file or 
generated by the dynamic terrain process. In either case, the ENV _Mgr is oblivious to 
where the polygonal data originates . The terrain itself, as explained in a preceding section, 
is created or loaded by the IG_Mgr. More about the dynamic terrain aspect of the TVS is 
explained in the section on the IG_Mgr. 
The methods for querying the terrain are as follows: 
long get_t errain_ e l ev_n_surf_norrn (Class_Sail_ Sample 
*soil_ sample , int n); 
void get_ soil-properties (Class_Soil_Sample *so i l _ sample, 
inr. n ) ; 
long get_ all_terra_att r ibutes (Class_ Soil_Sample 
*soil_sampl e , int n); 
All three routines accept an array of soil samples from the calling functi on and an integer 
describing the number of objects in the array. This number cannot be larger than the 
number passed to the ENV _Mgr inilializeO method, which allocates the maximum 
number of query points. gel_lerrain_e/ev_It_sU/f_"ormO returns the separate elevation 
and normal values for the soil sample points. Vectors are supplied in the samples 
describing their direction of intersection with the terrain . In the TVS, these vectors are 
equivalent for a given query across the soil samples, but thi s is not required by the 
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method; they may be in random directions and at random locat ions. 
Calling geCterrain_elev_ll_surf-normO will cause the ENV _Mgr to perform intersect ion 
testing of the given segments and the terrain geometry loaded on the Performer scene. The 
resulting intersection points are then stored back into the soi l samples corresponding to the 
correct point/segment. The normals of the terrain at those intersection points are also 
saved in the soil samples. The geometry in this scene was stored there by the IG_Mgr 
when either loading the terrain Flight fi le or creating the DTMObj. The DTMObj 
dynamically implements polygons on the geometry scene which, of course, the ENV _Mgr 
can access. 
get_soitpropertiesO will fill in the va lues for the soi l properties. These variables allow 
the realistic mobility model of the veh icle dynamics manager to operate correctly. For 
more in fo rmation on what these properties are and how they affect the mobility of the 
vehicle, please refer to Section 2.6 and Sect ion 2.7. 
A method to easily implement the above capabilities has been supplied. It is 
get_aIC terra_attributesO. As you might expect, get_aICterra_attributesO merely makes 
calls to the two functions described above. 
3.2.7 Entity Manager Object 
To visual ize other entities, TVS uses portions of BwanaVision [Buckley93]. BwanaVis ion 
does not communicate with the Entity Services program. As expl ained in the thesis, BV 
interfaces with another program called DIP (DIS Interface Process). However, the TVS 
needs to use the Entity Services for easy updates to the PDU structures. It was a relatively 
simple task to design a new PDU type such as the Attach PDU and implement it in this 
project. However, a new BV entity manager object, ESERV_EntityManager, was created 
to communicate between Ent_Mgr and ESERY. This new entity manager is similar to the 
BV object NTSC_EllIityManager, which communicates through shared memory to DIP. 
The ESERV _EntityMallager now communicates to ESERV and also allows for 
transmitting PDUs of any type. These relationships are shown in Figure 12. 
The TVS Entity Manager needs to update its entity state correctl y and therefore provides 
the following methods in its public definition : 
void initialize(short s ite, short host, short entity); 
void update(); 
void set_ entity_xyz(float x, fl oat y, float z) ; 
• set the current world coordinates of the vehicle 
void set_entity_hpr(float h , fl oat p , float r); 
• set the current orientation of the vehicle 
void set_ent ity_vel(float x, float y , float z) ; 
• set the velocity (for dead reckoning) 
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void set_entity_acc(float x . f l oa t y. float z); 
.' set the acceleration (for dead reckoning) 
vo id set_ entity_ang_vel ( Eloa t h . float P. Eloat r) ; 
• set the angular velocity (for dead reckoning) 
void set_art-part( i n t part. float value . float value2 ) ; 
• set the values for an articulated part 
void set_entity_destroyed(void); 
• when the entity is destroyed . then this fla g must be set 
void de tach_entity (void) ; 
• used to detach the articulated parts from the entity. such as the bridging 
mechanism on the AVLB. sending out an Attach PDU 
void attach_entity(EntityID3 id ) ; 
• re-attaches the articulated parts onto the entity. sending out another Attach 
PDU 
v o id set_detach_id(short site . short host. shor t e nt ity); 
• set the ID of the new entity to be created by the detachment of the current 
entity's articulated parts 
void set_detach-pos ition(float x. float y. float z ); 
• set the world position of the detached entity 
vo id set_detach_orie nta t ion(float h . Eloat P. floa t r) ; 
• set the orientation of the detached entity 
EntityMsg *Extrapo lateBr idges(int *n); 
• scan the net for all AVLB bridges which have been de tached; this is used by 
the Vehicle Dynamics Manager when the host AVLB (for this simula tion) 
attempts to attach to a bridge 
The Entity Manager, through the ESERY _EntityManager in BY, reads the entity state 
information from the DIS network. This information must be translated into visual models 
to be displayed in the IG Manager. Moreover, detonations should be displayed on screen . 
Therefore, these polygons (for explosions and entities) must be placed on the visual 
geometry scene. This is the same scene which the ENY _Mgr uses for terrain intersection 
testing, as explained in an earlier section. Flags on thi s geometry ensure that they are not 
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used for intersection testing. If a bridge entity is encountered, however, then the bridge 
geometry is flagged to take part in intersection testing so that the ownship may drive over 
the bridge. Thus, the Ent_Mgr generates the polygons for the IG_Mgr. Specifically, a 
Flight model file is loaded or cloned for every new entity. To understand cloning beller, 
please refer to the Performer manuals under the function name piC/oil eO· 
Detach and Attach messages are sent through the Ent_Mgr by the VDYN_Mgr; 
specifically by a local instantiation of the Bridging object. The Bridging object must 
supply the current world position and orientation of the bridge when detaching it. It must 
also make a call to ExtrapolateBridgesO when determining if a bridge entity on the 
network can be re-attached. The mobility model sends the vehicle's ownship entity 
information such as the velocity, acceleration, and angular velocity to the Ent_Mgr for its 
continuous updates on the DIS network. 
3.2.8 Shared Memory 
Performer provides an easy way to allocate and access shared memory. Although the TVS 
does not currently support mUlti-process ing, it is useful to view each manager as a 
different process. In this respect, the IG_Mgr and GUI_Mgr need a quicker and more 
reliable way to communicate than the command pipe processor for latency dependent 
variables (which affect important objects like the viewpoint). We can declare some 
variables in shared memory (such as the command pipe file descriptions themselves) and 
then every object will be able to access them. Performer makes this task as easy as 
declaring any other variables . The 'shared memory space merely needs to be allocated 
between pfInit and pfConfig, two Performer functions called in the IG_Mgr. Performer 
then handles all shared memory constructs, such as data lock.ing and semaphore control. 
The following C construct describes the TVS shared memory structure: 
typedef struct 
( 




int IGcmdpipe[2] ; 
int GU lcmdpipe(2] ; 
int VDYNcmdpipe[2]; 
int ENVcmdpipe [ 2] ; 
pfScene "' scene; 
] Sha redData ; 
viewScreen contains the current viewing direction of the IG. The possible choices are front 
view, rear view, stealth view, left view, and right view. viewChanged will be true when the 
view angles or position needs to be modified. This process could require a fair amount of 
calculation, so it is only performed when necessary. In practice, however, it does not seem 
to slow down the system very much, if at all. IGWindow is the identification value for the 
window the IG_Mgr has opened up. The GUI_Mgr needs to reference the ID of the IG 
window after modifying the user input windows. If the system is running on a machine 
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with Reality Engine graphics, then the variable realitY-lJraphics will be set to true by the 
IG_Mgr. scene is the root pointer to all visual models which may be displayed by the IG. 
This includes any terrain geometry, vehicle geometry by the ownship, other entity 
geometry, and any cultural and feature data. The other variables: IGcmdpipe, 
GUIcmdpipe, VDYNcmdpipe, and ENVcmdpipe, are the command pipes for the 
respective simulation managers. 
3.3 The Bridge DTR 
3.3.1 Software Overview 
Once a bridge is deployed by a simulated vehicle such as the AVLB, the Terrain Manager 
detects this activity via the Attach/Detach PDU and activates the Bridge DTR. The Bridge 
DTR then serves as the simulator for the deployed bridge which now becomes a separate 
entity on the DIS network. 
The bridge simulation, run by the Bridge DTR, then determines the state of the deployed 
bridge. This state is based on effects such as the type of soil the bridge is deployed on, the 
orientation of the bridge once it is deployed, and the effect of vehicular traffic moving 
over the bridge. After initial deployment, the dynamics model for the bridge determines 
any movement of the bridge due to the terrain slope and the type of soi l before the bridge 
finally comes to rest. As described in Section 2.5, this model uses many of the same 
algorithms within the vehicle mobility model to determine slip and resistive forces due to 
the terrain. 
Once the bridge is deployed, the effects of vehicular traffic are taken into consideration. 
Through use of Entity Services [VSL94J, entities are monitored until they come within 
close proximity of the bridge. As they approach and drive over the bridge, the effects of 
their weight on the bridge can be calculated to determine if the bridge collapses due to the 
total load. 
The Bridge DTR is sufficiently flexible such that it can simulate multiple bridges 
simultaneously. Thus, the Bridge DTR can manage multiple deployed bridges and, for 
each bridge, monitor the veh icular traffic and the effects of that traffic on a bridge. 
3.3.2 Detailed Design of the Bridge DTR 
As shown in Figure 19, the Bridge DTR is a separate process that consists of several 
objects or modules. To maintain a list of the bridges managed by the Bridge DTR, the 
BridgeElement object represents a bridge within the list. The list, referred to as the 
Bridges object, is instantiated from a doubly linked list class (DLLIST) that was written 
fo r the Dynamic Terrain Testbed software. Each Bridges list is populated when the Bridge 
DTR process receives entity state information about ground vehicles deploying or 
retrieving bridges. 
For each bridge, a list of vehicles within close proximity must be maintained. These 
vehicles, which apply forces to the bridge through their motion and mass, are represented 
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by the BridgeWeightElement objects. Each of these BridgeWeightElement objects 
represent a single vehicle within the list of all vehicles stored for each bridge. This list of 
vehicles, called the BridgeWeights object, is al so instantiated from the DLLIST class of 
doubly linked lists. Each BridgeWeights li st is populated when the Bridge DTR process 
recei ves entity state information about ground vehicles approaching a bridge. 
In addition to monitoring the states of ground vehicles, the Bridge DTR determines the 
state of bridges under it 's control by associating a DeployedBridge object with each 
BridgeElement. This object calculates the motion of the bridge due to its placement on the 
terrain and the soi l type and condi tion. This data is obta ined by the Environment Manager 
(ENV _Mgr) object. By accessing the li st of BridgeWeightElement objects, the 
DeployedBridge object also computes the forces exerted on the bridge by vehicles on or 
near the bridge. These objects used by the Bridge DTR are all written in C++ and are 
described in more detail below. 
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FIGURE 19: Data Flow and Object Relationships of the Bridge DTR 
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3.3.2.1 Bridge DTR Process 
As described previously, the Bridge DTR is responsible for maintaining the Slate of one or 
more deployed bridges as well as determining the effects of veh icles driving over these 
bridges. For this purpose, the Bridge DTR serves as the "main" process and generates all 
objects used in the bridge simulations. Below is psuedocode for the Bridge DTR. 
Remember that a BridgeElement refers to a bridge being managed by the Bridge DTR 
process and a BridgeWeight is the weight applied to a bridge by a vehicle entity. 
May 2. L994 
establish connection to Entity Services process 
instanti ate Environmental Manager object and initiali ze to process 12 lerr:1in 
attribute property requests at a lime (for brid ge placement and dynamics) 
LOOP WIllLE end_program nag is FALSE 
LOOP WHILE awaiting AITACH/DETACH POU from EnLity Services 
create temporary Bridge Elemen t object when POU recieved 
IF DETACH POU 
IF bridge already in Bridgcs li st 
updaLe bridge state 
ELSE 
add bridge elemen t to Bridges list 
END IF 
ELSE IF AITACH POU 
find bridge (i.e., bridge element) in Bridges list and remove 
END IF 
END WIllLE LOOP 
LOOP WIllLE awai Ling ENTITY STATE POU from Entity Services 
FOR each bridge (BridgeElement) in Bridges lisL 
compute distance between entity and bridge (i.e., BridgeElemenl) 
FOR each enti ty in the BridgeWeights list 
IF current entity already in BridgeWeights li st 
IF enLity within BridgeElement bounding sphere 
update BridgeWeightElemenL with entity staLe 
ELSE 
remove entity from BridgeWeights list 
END IF 
ELSE IF entity within BridgeElement bounding sphere 
add enLity (BridgeWeightsElemenL) to BridgeWeights lisL 
END IF 
END FOR LOOP 
END FOR LOOP 
END WHILE LOOP 
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compute affects of vehicles dri ving over and underlying terrain 
copy bridge state into ENTITY STATE PDU 
send bridge ENTITY STATE PDU to Entity Services for transmi ssion 
END FOR LOOP 
clean up li sts (Bridges and BridgeWeights) 
END WHILE LOOP 
3.3.2.2 Bridges and BridgeWeight List Objects (DLLIST, DLLIST_lterator, and 
Element Class) 
The Bridges and BridgeWeight li st objects are instantiated from the doubly linked list 
(DLLIST) class. The list has a current element which can be used for primary traversal 
and updates to the list. Methods such as addElemBeforeCurrent and 
addElemAfterCurrent can be used to add li st entries before or after the current element of 
the list. 
The DLLIST class contains the following attributes: 
• friend class DLLisclterator; 
• typedef struct NodeStruct Node; 
• StI"Uct NodeStruct {Element *elem; Node *prev, ' next; ); 
• Node *Head, *Tail, *Current, *Iterator, *Temp, * AddAt; 
• Element *TempElem; 
• int NumberOfElements, ElementNumber; 
The following is a list of the public methods In the DLLIST class. The names of the 
methods define their function: 
void clearListl); 
void moveToFront() ; 
void moveToEndl) ; 
void addElemToFrontIElement * ) ; 
void addElemBeforeCurrent(Element* ) ; 
void addElemAfterCurrent(Elernent* ) ; 
vo id addElemToEnd(Element * ); 
int prevEleml); II returns atFronOfList () ; 
int nextElem( ) ; /1 retu rns atEndOf Li s t 
Element * firstElem(); 
Element * currentElem() ; 
Element * lastElem(); 
c o nst El ement * viewFirst El em() ; 
c o nst Element* viewCurrentElem(); 
const Element* viewLastE l em(); 
void removeFront(); 
v o i d remo veEnd ( ); 
void remov eCurrent() ; 
int atFrontOfLi st() ; 
int atEndOfList( ) ; 
int numberOfElements( ) ( return NumberOfElement s ; ) 
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int atElementNumber() (return ElementNumber;) 
To search all elements of a list for a particular element, the DLLIST _lterator class was 
created. The DLLisUterator (Doubly Linked List IteralOr) is useful for quick scans of 
elements in the list or in the case where a particular element or item must be accessed for 
each element. The iterator allows for traversa l of the li st with the operalOrO and the viewO 
methods returning NULL when they reach the end of the list. Note that concurrency 
problems can arise from unprotected changes to the list in the middle of an iteration pass. 
The DLLIST _lterator class contai ns the following attributes: 
int PositionlnList; 
• DLList *List; 
Node *Current; 
The following is a list of the public methods in the DLLIST_Iterator class. The method 
names describe their function: 
DLList_Iterator(DLList&) ; 





int atFront() ; 
int a t End(); 
Element' operator() (); 
const Element* view() ; 
v o id operator++{) ; 
v o id operator--() ; 
v o id setListCurrentToCurrentlter( ); 
void rernoveCurrentlter( } ; 
void updateCurrentlter(Element*)i 
void moveElement(DLList_Iterator& from, int before); II to 
whe re this iterator is 
int positionlnList () ; 
Each Bridge in the Bridges list and each vehicle or entity in the BridgeWeight list is 
derived from the parent Element class. This class allows any class that inherits from the 
Element class to be put into the li st. The main defining feature of heirs to Element is the 
implementation of the new_object method. Their are no attributes defined for thi s class. 
However the public methods for thi s class are: 
virtual Element* new_object() ; 
• create a new Element 
virtual int isA(); 
• determine if the Element is the correct type 
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vi rtua l vo i d printOn () ; 
• output debugging information 
3.3.2.3 BridgeElement Object 
This object class, derived from the Element class, represents a single bridge being 
maintained by the Bridge DTR through the Bridges li st. The attributes, shown below, 
consist of entity state information for the bridge as well as links to the Environment 
Manager, the Deployed_Bridge object, and a list of vehicles near or on thi s bridge (i.e. , 
BridgeWeights). 
Class_ENV _Mgr* en v_manager; 
Class_Deployed_Bridge* deployed_bridge; 
int destroyed; 
• int site, host, id; 
• double x, y, z; 
• float heading, pitch, roll; 
• DLList BridgeWeights ; 
• BridgeWeightElem* WeightAccessor; 
The public methods for the BridgeElement class are shown below: 
Element' new_object() (return : : new BridgeElem( ' this); ) 
• create a new Bridge 
vo id simu late( ) ; 
• compute the dynamics of the bridge to determine its state 
v oid op e r a t or; (const Att a c hMsg& ) ; 
• set new Bridge to current bridge 
int oper a t or;; (canst Bridge Elem&); 
• determine if two Bridges are equjvalent 
vo i d copy lntoEn t i tyMsg(EntityMsg&) ; 
• generate an Entity Sta te POU for the Bridge state 
v o id p r i ntOn ( ) ; 
• output debugging information 
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3.3.2.4 DeployedBridge Object 
The DeployedBridge Object contains the algorithms to simulate the dynamics of the 
bridge. Each BridgeElement has associated with it a single DeployedBridge object. With 
thi s approach, the simulation control for the bridge (BridgeElement) is separate from the 
bridge dynamics (DeployedBridge). The attributes and methods used fo r the 
DeployedBridge object are similar to the VDYN_Mgr object in the TVS . The atlributes of 
the DeployedBridge object are vari ables used in the dynamics calculations and are too 
numerous to li st here. Instead, these variables are documented in the source code. The 
public methods used to initialize the constants for the dynamics calculations and to run the 
simulation are shown below: 
void initialize (float, float, float, float, float, float); 
int simulate (float pass_time_step); 
The simulate method is of primary interest. As shown in Figure 19, this method is called 
by the associated BridgeElement objec t which passes the time step and the position and 
orientation of the bridge since the last simulation run. The method returns the final bridge 
position and orientation of the bridge based on the so il the bridge rests on and the vehicles 
driving over the bridge. The vehicles are accessed by the DeployedBridge object through 
the Bridge Weights list. For each vehicle in the li st, a Bridge WeightsElement object is 
queried which provides the vehicle !D, pos ition, and orientation. The vehicle 1D is used to 
ascertai n the type and we:ght of the vehicle. If the total weight of the vehicles on the 
bridge is greater than the maximum load of the bridge, a destroyed bridge flag is also 
returned by the simulate method of the DeployedBridge object. 
3.3.2.5 BridgeWeight Object 
As described previously, each Bridge Weight object represents a vehicle or other entity 
applying a force to a bridge. The attributes of thi s object are sufficient to identify the 
vehicle and to compute the force applied by the vehicle to the bridge. The attributes are: 
int active; /I used for garbage collection 
• int site, host, id; 
double x, y, z; 
float heading , pitch , roll ; 
The public methods of thi s object are as foll ows: 
Element * new_object() {return : :new 
BridgeWeightElem( *this);) ; 
• crea te new bridge load 
void operator: (EntityMsg&) ; 
• determine if bridge loads are equiva lent 
int operator== (EntityMsg&) ; 
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• set current bridge load eqwll to new bridge load 
3.3.2.6 Environment Manager (EN V _Mgr) Object 
The ENV _Mgr object provides terrain surface and soil property data to the 
DeployedBridge objects as shown in Figure 19. This is the same object as described in 
Section 3.2.10. It was found that the ENV _Mgr developed for the TVS also served well 
for the Bridge DTR. 
3.3.2.7 Entity Services Process 
This process is the same Entity Services used through the design of the Dynamic Terrain 
Testbed and described in Section 3.1.3. 
3.4 Using the Software 
3.4.1 Requirements 
3.4.1.1 System Requirements 
The TVS requires Performer 1.2.72a or later. A modification of the make file allows the 
user to switch compilation between IRIS Performer version 1.0 and 1.2. However, upon 
the introduction of the dynamic terrain implementation, this feature has been aborted. The 
dynamic terrain code is very large and it would require more effort than allowed to convert 
the code to run in version 1.0. 
The Elan graphics system is the minimum required for this simulator. A Reality Engine 
system is preferred, but cost can also be a factor to consider. The TVS was developed on a 
series of Indigo Elan systems with the MIPS R4000 (50Mhz, doubled) processors. Even 
this powerful system could run a little slow (5Hz or less), depending on ethemet traffic. 
3.4.1.2 Input Data Requirements 
The vehicle visual model is imported from a Software Systems MultiGen Flight v 13.0 
data file. In fact, all of the entity visual models are Flight files, though these fi les may be 
version 11.0 or later. The terrain file is also a MultiGen Flight file, though it will not be 
loaded if the system is running dynamic terrain. The dynamic terrain data is described in 
the configuration file dtdb.cfg. The data itself is stored in an elevation file , a two 
dimensional grid of elevation (Z-value) points. Required soil properties are described in 
Section 2.6 and Section 2.7. 
The only two major input data sets are required for the Bridge DTR. The first is all the 
environmental data provided by the local Environment Manager. This includes terrain 
elevations, normal vectors , and soil properties. These are exactl y the same pieces of 
information used by the Tracked Vehicle Simulator itself. Indeed all the same algorithms 
are used to predict the bridge's behavior. The second set is the kinematic state of all the 
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close proximity vehicles. This includes the coord inates of the veh icle, it's orientation, and 
any velocity and acceleration data that is available. This information is contained in the 
dynamically linked list that is passed by the same part of the system that the bridge 
dynamics are called from. The position and orientation of the bridge is directly accessed 
by the parent system from the dynamics objects. 
3.4.1.3 Starting and Running the TVS 
1. Start Entity Services 
Start entity services by typing testService in the entity services directory. The current 
entity services directory is lhome/projects/dtJaltman/eserv I/test4. This needs to be run 
in the proper directory because it uses some configuration files which are located 
there. 
2. Start the bridge DTR 
Start the bridge DTR by typing bridge in the bridge DTR directory. The current 
bridge DTR directory is Ihome/projects/dtJsmithibridge. This program needs to load 
in the bridge MultiGen Flight file for its own internal calculations. Please refer to the 
section on the specifics of the bridge DTR and dynamics for more information. 
3. Start the TVS 
Start the Tracked Vehicle Simulator by typing in TVS in the TVS directory which is 
currently Ihome/projectslhab/release/dttvs/vO.6. This program should be run in the 
correct directory because there are many files to which it needs access. However, if 
these files are defined elsewhere, then the TVS may be run elsewhere. Furthermore, 
many of the model files (for other entities on the net) are stored in separate directo-
ries. Therefore, an environment variable called PFPATH should be defined, otherwise 
errors may occur. Normally, the variable is set upon login in the .Iogin fil e. The fol-
lowing command, if necessary, should precede starting of the TVS: 
setenv PFPATH ,. , /us r l src/Performer / data , /home / projects /d t l 
buckley/flt/Aircraft,/home/projects/dt/buckley/flt l 
Landcraft, / home / projects /dt/buckley/flt/Misc , / home l 
projects / dt / buckley / flt / Seacraft, / home/projects/dtl 
buckley / flt / Spacecraft , /home/projects/dt/buckley/fltl 
Terrain , /home/projec ts /dt /buckley/flt/Buildings , / homel 
projects / dt / buckley / flt / Textures, / home / projects /dtl 
buc kley / flt /Simnet, /home / projects /dt/buckle y / flt / hud, 1 
usr/mg / Flt/Txt 
With this setup, the user should be able to load any of the available entity models, 
including any texture maps. After running TVS with no command line parameters, the 
following message will appear: 
Usage: TVS (options) <model choice> 
Options: 
-debug turn debug print statements on (not needed \",ith -D) 
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-Txxxx = use terrain filename xxxx (default: MDW.fIt) 
-Vxxxx = use vehicle filename xxxx (default: <MODEL> .f lt) 
Warning: Intersection points may not be aligned. 
-p x y h = start vehicle at x,y with heading h 
-nogu i = do not display the GUI (F12 toggles) 
-Dxxxx = log debug statements to file xxxx 
The -debug option wi ll print any debug information to the window which the TVS 
was started from using the standard file definition stderr. the -D option wi ll perform 
the same func tion except it gives you the opportunity to define the file name. the -T 
option will use the given file name as the terrain file to load (with the non-DT option). 
The - Voption allows the user to specify the vehicle file name. This is handy if you 
have created another higher or lower resolution vehicle model. The -p option allows 
the L1ser to specify the starting position and heading on the command line. The system 
wi ll automatically determine the Z position, pi tch and roll depending on the terrain . 
The heading is in degrees, from -360.0 to +360.0. All three values are floating point. 
The last option, -nogui, allows the user to start the system up without a user interface. 
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4.0 Data Collection arid Testing 
Testing of the vehicle dynamics. mobility. and bridging models was severely hampered by 
lack of avai lable data. For instance. WES does not have a database of cone indices for 
locations such as Ft. Hunter Liggett. Ft. Hood. or the National Training Center. Since 
mobility was never in question at these locations. no data collection effort was previously 
required. However. to simulate terrain properties this data will be required in the future. 
An additional problem lies in the lack of available vehicle data. Numerous requests were 
sent through TACOM for engineering data on the AYLB. Some of the requested data 
arrived nine to twelve months after the initial request. This leads to two possible 
conclusions: (I) the vehicle data required by the models in Section 2.0 are not currently 
provided by the manufacturers for some types of vehicles. or (2) the data is not avai lable 
in a centralized location. This lack of data for terrain and vehicles will make future 
verification and validation efforts of s imulation models extremely difficult. 
As specified in Section 2.0. the vehicle models were matched (within ±IO%) with the 
performance specifications in the operations and technical manuals of the AYLB 
[USARMY86. USARMY9Ij. However. with insufficient vehicle data. this matching was 
done through trial-and-error adjustments of vehicle parameters. 
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5.0 Conclusions 
From the development of the Tracked Vehicle Simulator and the associated models for 
mobility and bridging. a great deal has been learned. These lessons and the suggestions for 
future work are described in the following sections. 
5.1 Lessons Learned 
In perfonning thi s mobil ity research. the following lessons were learned: 
I. Available environmental models or environmental effects models may not be easi ly 
integrated into real-time simulation systems. 
Models previously developed for the Department of Defense to model 
environmental phenomena. which were not originally considered for use in 
real-time simulation. may prove difficult to integrate into these types of 
simulations. For instance. the WES mobility model predicts the maximum 
speed a vehicle can achieve over a particular homogenous area of terrain. 
With these assumptions. the model has eliminated a need for vehicle 
dynamics or a method to model transitions across different terrain types. 
These assumptions are fine for the original application of the WES 
mobility models. However. vehicle dynamics and transitions across terrain 
types are required in a real-time simulation of a ground vehicle. Therefore. 
significant modifications were required to the WES model delivered to 1ST 
in order to incorporate these necessary components of the vehicle 
simulation. 
Other models may make similar assumptions which eliminate necessary 
components for real-time simulation. These models may also require 
modifications that will. in turn. require a significant verification and 
va lidation effort. 
2. Environmental data required for high fidelity environmental models or environmental 
effects models may not be readily available. 
As describe in Section 4.0. testing was hindered by lack of available soil 
property data. The simulation community, with the assistance of agencies 
such as the Defense Mapping Agency. has been able to accumulate 
extensive terrain surface data. However. with the incorporation of models 
such as for ground vehicle mobility. data on the underlying soil properties 
are now also required. However. there is no known data collection effort 
for these types of properties. This deficit may also impede fu ture validation 
efforts of these environmental models. 
3. Vehicle data for high fidelity vehicle dynamics models may not be available for some 
vehicles. 
Increasing fidelity is being sought for simulated vehicles as well as for 
simulated environments. However, for currently existing ground vehicles. 
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like the AVLB, data may not be available to supply the vehicle dynamics 
models used in these high fidelity simulations. As stated in Section 4.0, this 
may be due to the fact that such data is not required, and therefore, not 
provided by the manufacturers, or the data is not provided in a central 
location. This serves as yet another obstacle to validation. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
This work could be improved through a number of modifications or future research. For 
instance, the following modifications could improve the fl exibi lity and fideli ty of the 
tracked vehicle simulator: 
I. Modify vehicle dynamics to include motion of articulated parts while the vehicle is 
movIng. 
As suggested in Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.4.3, the veh icle dynamics 
could be made more generic by allowing changing inertial properties 
generated through the motion of articulated parts. This would allow for the 
simulation of a wider variety of ground vehicles. 
2. Include high frequency effects on the vehicle due to small obstacles or bumps in the 
terrain. 
As described in Section 2.2.3, high frequency effects on the vehicle are 
ignored. However, as terrain database resolutions increase along with 
higher vehicle fidelity requirements, these effects should be considered. 
3. Permit the vehicle to alter the terrain through plowing and formation of vehicle tracks. 
Currently in the Tracked Vehicle Simulator, the vehicle is only affected by 
the terrain through the mobility model. Modeling of other types of vehicles 
will require the vehicle to also affect the terrain . For instance, the digging 
of a bulldozer will change the terrain surface and underlying soil 
properties. This capability is available in other simulations with the 
Dynamic Terrain Testbed and should be integrated into the TVS. This 
should include accurate formation of vehicle tracks which, in turn , will al so 
affect the vehicle mobility based on the sinkage depth. This need has been 
previously expressed in Section 2.6.4 and Section 2.7.2. 
4. Develop a hierarchy of models to simulate different vehicles at different fidelities . 
As stated in Section 2.3, simulation of internal vehicle systems can be 
complex due to the wide variety of these systems based on the type of 
vehicle. It is possible that classes of objects can be developed to represent 
these systems at various fide lity levels and configurations to model existing 
vehicles as well as concept vehicles under test. 
Areas of research that could be pursued to add to the capabilities of vehicle simulations 
are further enhancements to vehicle model fidelity and physical modeling of objects that 
can move, but do not have their own propulsion systems. 
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For instance, vehicles should be modeled as true three dimensional objects that can roll 
when tipped past their equilibrium point or collide wi th and physically react to obstacles 
and other vehicles (see Section 2.2.3) . Such behaviors would enhance training by allowing 
trainees to determine how a vehicle will react to these conditions. For test and evaluation 
purposes, a more accurate physical model of the vehicle will allow determination of when 
the vehicle will tip based on the type and grade of terrain, or how it will react to various 
types of impacts with obstacles or munitions. This requires research and development of 
improved contact models and flexible object surface models. 
Improved contact models would consider contact of the vehicle with the terrain or other 
vehicles or objects at any point of the vehicle surface. Current contact , or terrain following 
models, only consider the normal contact points of the vehicle with the terrain (i.e ., the 
vehicle tracks).To model the behaviors li sted above, more sophisticated models will need 
to be developed. 
For test and evaluation purposes, flexib le structural analysis models will be required to 
predict the structural damage to a concept vehicle due to various types of collisions. 
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